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Abstract
In this thesis I introduce a method on addressing the problem of learning in the absence
of training data, when information on the distribution of the system parameters and of
the observable that influences such parameters are also lacking. Additionally, it can be
anticipated that the relation between the system parameter and observable vector, is nonlinear. I introduce the method for a stationary dynamical system for which the temporal
evolution of the state space probability density function (pdf) is known, by embedding the
sought system parameters into the support of the likelihood of the state space pdf. This
allows to learn (the discretised versions of) the relevant system function as well as the state
space pdf, using the only available test data on the observable. Inference is carried out
using a Metropolis-within-Gibbs Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) scheme.
I illustrate this new method empirically, by learning the system property of the real
galaxy NGC4494 – namely its gravitational mass density function – and the pdf of the
galactic state space vector, where test data comprises measured values of only half of the
state space coordinates of resolved particles of the galaxy. Two distinct test datasets available for two distinct types of galactic particles are used. On the basis of my work, I reject
the hypothesis that the state space pdf could be modelled using a parametric density that is
symmetric about any point in its support. Additionally, the results show a large gravitational
mass condensation near the centre of this galaxy, but I cannot reject the hypothesis that this
central mass condensation is the supermassive black hole reported by some astronomers in
NGC4494.
Learning in this galaxy is conditional on the assumption of a simple (isotropic) model
for the galactic state space. Then in the very distant galaxy 0047-281, I investigate if invoking ancillary information (comprising analysis of gravitational lensing measurements) can
identify the solution for the galactic gravitational mass density, in spite of this potentially
mis-specified model. I conclude that including the ancillary information definitely introduces identifiability to the mass density parameters, even within the given mis-specified
model.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Introduction to Learning

In the past few decades, the continued increase in computing power and accuracy in measurements considerably eased the treatment of high-dimensional data aimed at inference
relevant to real-world contexts, where complex learning methodologies and techniques are
used. In science, one is often interested in the study of rich correlation structures of highdimensional random objects; such correlation in data is often invoked when learning the
unknown functional relationship between a random variable that represents some property
of the system, and other observable parameters that might influence such system properties.
A problem in which a vector of predictors (say X ∈ X ⊆ R p ) is related to an observed
response variable (say Y ∈ Y ⊆ Rd ), is easily visualised by the equation: Y = f ( X ),
where f : X −→ Y is the mapping from X to Y , and links our vector of parameters
X to measurements of the variable Y. It is then often the case that, given training data
N

D = {( xi , yi )}i=data
1 , we aim to learn this unknown mapping f (·) to understand the underlying model, or the physical process that links X and Y. Here, by ”training data”, we mean
the set of pairs of points composed of chosen design points xi , and the output yi that is
generated at this chosen xi ; i = 1, . . . , Ndata .
This learning framework that utilises such training data is called supervised learning,
where the learning of the model function is supervised by the training data. Methods to
perform supervised learning are extensively covered in the literature [Hastie et al., 2009;
Neal, 1998; Russel and Norvig, 2009]. Such a relationship could be modelled with an
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appropriate stochastic process – such as a Gaussian Process – the parameters of which
could be learnt, given training data, and this is then followed by the prediction of the system
property value at test data [Rasmussen and Williams, 2006].
Contemporary applications of supervised learning involve high-dimensional observables, such that the function of the system property that is the observable, is also rendered
similarly high-dimensional, where “high-dimensional” refers to a tensor-valued variable or
function in general. The exercise of seeking such a tensor-valued function then boils down
to the learning of the correlation between the different component functions of the sought
functional relation between the system property and the observable. This in turn reduces to
the exercise of learning the covariance structure of the high-dimensional (tensor-variate in
general) Gaussian Process that is invoked to model the sought function. Indeed, in a special
case, the system property could itself be an unknown function of other observed variables,
so that the observable is expressed as a composition of functions of the system property.
Having learnt f (·), one could use this model to predict the value of X at which the
test datum ytest on Y is realised – either in the conventional framework as X = x (test) =
f −1 (Y )|Y =ytest , or as the Bayesian equivalent by sampling from the posterior of x(test)
given the test data on Y and the model of f (·) that we learn using the training data
[Chakrabarty et al., 2015]. Such prediction is possible, only subsequent to the learning
of the functional relation between X and Y using training data D.

1.1.1

Supervised Learning
N

In the realm of supervised learning, a set of training data D = {( xi , yi )}i=data
1 comprising
pairs of design points and their corresponding output, is used to perform inference or prediction of one variable given the other. The goal of supervised learning is the learning of the
functional relationship between variables, given observations on these variables. Provided
with training data Y = f ( X ), the functional relationship between X and Y can be learnt.
Having trained our model to learn f (·), we are able to estimate parameters of interests
(eg. coefficients corresponding to the predictors), or perform the prediction of the output
at a newly recorded design point. How this training, or learning, is done, is data-specific.
Typical methods include regression and classification [Hastie et al., 2009], with neural networks [Goodfellow et al., 2016; Demuth et al., 2014; Specht, 1991] gaining popularity in
the last decade. In the context of Bayesian supervised learning, prior information can be
2

Figure 1.1: Data points in blue, and predicted outputs in red. Gaussian Process regression
provides an uncertainty over the possible functions to model the data. Source: MathWorks.
used to improve our inference through Bayes’ rule. The posterior probability of interest
is expressed in terms of the likelihood and the prior density of the unknown parameters.
For instance, learning the function f (·) with Bayes’ rule implies learning the posterior
probability density π ( f (·)| D ), where
π ( f (·)| D ) ∝ `( f (·)| D ) × π0 ( f (·)).

(1.1)

The likelihood is given by `( f (·)| D ). The prior knowledge on f (·) is incorporated by the
prior density π0 ( f (·)). Priors can be informative or non-informative, in which case the
learning of f (·) is not influenced by the prior [Gelman et al., 1995]. This prior density
can be on the parameters of the parametric form of f (·), [Tibshirani, 2014], or on the
hyperparameters or covariance parameters in non-parametric learning [Christian, 1994].
Gaussian Processes (GP) regression [Rasmussen and Williams, 2006] is widely used
3

Figure 1.2: Clustering of the measurements of gene expression levels over time in 132
genes (project done during my MSc dissertation). Left: 9 enumerated and circled clusters.
Right: The gene expression levels of the genes within each cluster.
in Bayesian settings. An illustration of a GP regression is shown in Figure 1.1, where the
training data is represented by blue dots, and the predicted outputs are given by the red
line. How to perform this learning depends on the data, but in any case, the availability of
training data is a requirement. If the only available measurements are on only one of the
variables (say Y), we then enter the paradigm of unsupervised learning.

1.1.2

Unsupervised Learning

Unlike supervised learning situations, what qualifies unsupervised learning is the absence
of training data to train the model. In other words, the set of pairs associating X and Y
do not exist and the data cannot be represented as in Figure 1.1. In that case, the ambition
is typically not in the learning of the functional relation between X and Y, but rather in
exploring the data available on only X or only Y – the test data. In fact, in this paradigm
of absent training data, it is impossible to use the standard supervised learning methods to
learn the functional link f (·) between these 2 variables – unless some information on the
distributions of X and Y are available/imposed. Instead, in this paradigm, it is common to
try and uncover patterns in the data to model the underlying structure of the available test
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data.
This much can be possibly undertaken using clustering methods [Weber et al., 2000;
Cios et al., 2007], where ”clusters” of data are formed upon evaluating the similarity of
the data in such a cluster. Typically, we would hope for each formed cluster, to gather
data showing a similar behaviour. How this similarity is evaluated and how many clusters
should be formed are to be decided case by case. The results of a clustering done on the
measurements of gene expression over time is shown in Figure 1.2. The profile of the gene
expression levels of the genes within each cluster shows a high degree of similarity, helping
the biologist to determine which genes are behaving in a similar way.

1.1.3

Predicting and Learning without training data

It is often the case that physical systems for which only measurements on the observable Y are known do not always have a training data set available. The modelling of the
predictor-response relationship is then more challenging as we enter the realm of unsupervised learning, within which inter-variable relationship learning is not addressed, as stated
in the last subsection. Indeed, given measurements on Y only, how can we learn both the
unknown parameters and the underlying physical model itself? Without training data, the
best we can do is to invoke a property of the system that helps link X with Y, which is possible in physical systems governed by laws that we have at least partial information about.
Of course, the understanding of the physical system is not complete, otherwise we would
not need to develop a new methodology to infer on the parameters. In such cases, there is
a need to develop a method for the learning of X (or Y) given Y (or X), without having to
learn f (·) if possible.
In my doctoral thesis, which extends the work done by Spire and Chakrabarty [2019],
I address the problem of such learning in the face of absent training data, i.e. we do not
have access to the set of pairs of values of system property and the corresponding value
of the observable. Neither is information available on the distributions of either the observable, nor the system property. An immediate question regarding the ubiquity of such
situations in the real-world then arises. Indeed, there are multiple disciplines in which
practitioners are unaware of learning or estimating the system property in general, at given
values of the observable; at the same time, the system parameters cannot be measured at
the known/measured value of the observable. Even if the value of such a system property
5

is identified upon the destructive analysis of the sample at hand, this identified system parameter is so sample-specific that the training data generated using a chosen sample is not
applicable for any other.
An example of this arises in Materials Science [Paul et al., 2015]: the observable image
of a material sample is due to the unknown system property of material density function at
points in the depth of a given material sample, where such density is measurable only via
destruction of the sample. However, the set of pairs of values of the observed image data
points of this given material sample, and the density function, are entirely sample-specific.
For another material sample that is grown under – even slightly different conditions compared to the original sample – the original training data will not be relevant. In that case,
even if the destruction of the original material sample can yield its density function values
at a discrete set of points inside the material bulk, the training data of the original sample
is irrelevant as far as another material sample is concerned. Indeed, the degree of relevance
of the original training data will depend on the strength of the effect that the latent growth
conditions induce on the material density function.
Again, in Petrophyics [Coates et al., 1999; Wang et al., 2016], the system property that
is the ratio of water to hydrocarbons in a given rock sample, determines the rock’s specific
response which can be captured as a logging measurement, such as Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) data. However, this compositional signature cannot be reliably estimated
given such data, using available estimation techniques. The destructive chemical analysis
on a set of 10 to 20 rock samples taken from one well to glean compositional information for each sample, while also recording the logging data from each sample, is time and
cost prohibitive. The resulting training data will in general be unrepresentative of a rock
sample taken from another well, since the relationship between this system property and
observable is highly sample-specific as it is underpinned by the unknown geological ambience of the well in question. Therefore, any training data will need to be diverse, requiring
information on at least 10 samples each to be included, from the 20 to 30 wells that typically comprise a reservoir. Performing the destructive chemical analysis on this set of rock
samples is prohibitively expensive for this approach to be used by petrological companies.
At the same time, the sensitive reliance on the latent geological ambience prohibits generation (via numerical simulations) of reliable NMR data, given compositional information
for rocks. In other words, the generation of the observable value at a design point is in
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general not possible.
In engineering [Ahmad et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2011], anomaly detection is also entirely
sample-specific. There is no possible supervised learning and prediction route to such a
problem. That is, there is no training data that allows for the learning of a functional
relationship between anomaly occurrence (parametrised by type and severity of anomaly)
and conditions that the sample is subjected to. Yet, we need to predict anomalies. In
finance, such anomalies in stock price trends are again outside the domain of supervised
learning, given that the relationship between the market conditions and prices have not been
captured by any models yet. In neuroscience [Ahmad et al., 2017], a series of neurons spike
at different amplitudes and for different time widths, to cause a response (to a stimulus).
We can measure the response’s strength and the parameters of firing neurons but do not
know the relation between these variables. It is a very difficult inference problem as it is
high-dimensional.
In all those cases, there is a strong element of sample-specificity that disallows learning
that relies upon training dataset, to be translated to make the required prediction in the test
case. This sample-specificity is really underlined by the phase space distribution of the
properties that is the latent aspect in these systems.
In the context of stationary dynamical systems, learning the system parameters given
values of the observable but without training data, reduces the ambition to the learning of
the latent pdf of the state space variable along with the static parameter that represents the
time-independent system function. The estimation of both the static parameter and the state
have been attempted in the past [Storvik, 2002; Liu and West, 2001], within the general
paradigm of non-linear state-space modelling [Carlin et al., 1992; Julier and Uhlmann,
2004; Sun et al., 2008].
Unlike in these past works, in this thesis I discuss a new method to address a real-world
astronomical application, in which I attempt the learning of the unknown static parameter
of a real galaxy along with the pdf of the state space vector of a stationary (in fact, autonomous) dynamical system, rather than the evolving state space variables. The interest is
wholly in such learning and not on the prediction of the state space variable at some future
time. Also, in this work such learning is accomplished given the only available data that
is the test data comprising measurements of some or all the components of the state space
vector. The unknown static parameter is the discretised sought system function of the state
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space variable and it is learnt in this new method, by embedding it into the support of the
pdf of the state space variable. Inference is performed on the unknown parameters using
Metropolis-within-Gibbs. Generalising the method to non-stationary dynamical systems is
also possible, but that will be an endeavour planned for the future.

1.1.4

Discretising a function

The lack of training data challenges the learning of a continuous function. However, that
can be overcome by learning its vectorised form, the ith component of which is the value of
the function over the ith partition of its domain. Here, the domain of the function in question is partitioned into N partitions or “bins”, i.e. i = 1, . . . , N. Thus, this N-dimensional
vector represents the discretised version of the originally sought function, under the partitioning of its domain into N-partitions.
Definition 1. Let the function f : Rd −→ R, such that Y = f ( X ), where X ∈ [ a, b] ⊂ Rd
and Y ∈ R. Then, I partition [ a, b] into N-partitions, each δ wide, such that the ith
partition is defined by X = x ∈ [ a + (i − 1)δ, a + iδ], with the value of f (·) fixed in
the ith partition as f i := f ( a + (i − 21 )δ); i = 1, . . . , N, and δ :=
f ∈

RN ,

with f := ( f 1 , . . . , f N

)T .

b− a
N .

I define vector

Then, f is referred to as the discretised version of f (·).

The lack of training data implies that there is no information available to learn the correlation structure of the function f (·). Other approaches are possible, but approximating the
function by using its discretised version is a simple and effective approach that I have used
in this thesis (see discussion on alternatives in Section 2.4.1.1). Indeed, the discretised version is sensitively dependent on the details of the partitioning, namely on the choice of N,
and the optimum choice of N can only be answered once the correlation of f (·) becomes
known. Since that is unavailable, I will start by using an N that is as data-driven as possible. I discuss the crucially data-driven partitioning choices in Section 2.4 of Chapter 2 and
contextualise this to the data that characterise my real-world application, in Section 3.2.1
of Chapter 3.
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1.2

Astronomical Application

In my doctoral work, I discuss an application of the method for learning in the absence of
training data within galactic astronomy, by learning the density function of all gravitating
matter in a distant galaxy, given noisy observations of the motion of a sample of galactic
particles. The determination of the distribution of dark matter in the Universe at different
length scales – from galaxies to clusters of galaxies, and beyond – has important Cosmological implications [Roberts and Whitehurst, 1975; Sofue and Rubin, 2001; Salucci and
Burkert, 2000; de Blok et al., 2003; Hayashi et al., 2007]. Here, such gravitating matter could be luminous, or could be dark matter. Observed images of distant galaxies can
in principle be astronomically modelled to quantify the gravitational mass density of the
luminous matter in the galaxy [Gallazzi and Bell, 2009; Bell and de Jong, 2001]; such luminous matter is however, only a minor fraction of the total matter that is responsible for
the gravitational field of the galaxy, since the major fraction of the galactic gravitational
mass is contributed to by dark matter [Kalinova, 2014]. Astronomical measurements that
bear signature of the gravitational effect of all (dark+luminous) matter in a galaxy are hard
to achieve in “early-type” galaxies. The type of galaxies that I discuss in my work are these
“elliptical” galaxies, the observed images of which are typically elliptical in shape [Binney
and Merrifield, 1998], i.e. galaxies that have an intrinsic global tri-axial geometry.
The gravitational mass density is an unknown function of the location variable of galactic particles (such as stars). It is the system property that determines how quickly a particle
is moving. Indeed, gravity is an attractive force that is generated by all such matter in the
galaxy that generate a gravitational field. “All such matter” includes matter resident inside
the galaxy that either emit light of its own or reflects light that is incident upon it (luminous
matter), as well as matter that neither emits nor reflects light, but induces a gravitational
field nonetheless (dark matter). The stronger is the gravitational attraction of all such matter that is interior to a given radial distance from the galactic centre, the more bound – i.e.
less free to move – do galactic particles lying inside this radially marked zone feel to this
matter. Thus, the motion of galactic particles can inform on the distribution of gravitational matter in the galaxy. The gravitational mass density can be stated to have a direct
relationship with such observed particle motion.
Thus, if training data on pairs of values of the gravitational mass density function and
motion data is available, the learning of the functional relationship between the gravita9

tional mass density and the observed particle motion is possible. However, while (partial)
information on the particle motion may be available – for certain kinds of galactic particles
that allow for special identifiable characteristics in their emission of photoelectric signals
– no information exists on the gravitational mass density function of a galaxy at observed
particle locations. Neither do I have any prior information on the probability distribution of
either the observables, or the system function. Consequently, motion parameters for particles cannot be generated at designed gravitational mass density functions, i.e. training data
cannot be generated, and I cannot adopt the conventional supervised learning approach.
Thus in this application, I will need to learn the system property that is the gravitational
mass density function, at which particle motion data is (partially) observed, without learning the functional relation between the unknown and the observed. The methodology that
I will discuss in Chapter 2, will allow for such learning. I refer to the information on the
particle motion to be “partial” since it is feasible to observe only one of the three particle
velocity vector components, and two of the three location vector components of individual
particles in distant galaxies. This essential way of using observations of particle motion
to inform on the gravitational mass within a given radius from the galactic centre has been
used by many astrophysicists [Binney and Tremaine, 1987; Romanowsky et al., 2003; Douglas et al., 2007; Bergond et al., 2006; Côté et al., 2001; Genzel et al., 2003].
Learning the gravitational mass density given the observed particle motion, is an exercise that is in fact underpinned by the latent probability distribution of the state space vector
of galactic particles, i.e. the particle position and velocity variables. The distribution of the
particle state space vector is relevant since matter that lies internal to the particle orbit has
an attractive effect on the particle. Owing to gravitational field of the former, the more tight
the particle is gravitationally bound to such matter, the less free it is to execute motion. I
appreciate that the probability distribution of the velocity and location variables that affect
the gravitational field induced within a relevant radial zone in the galaxy, then affects the
motion of particles that live in this field. Thus, the state space pdf is related to the question
of what the particle motion is, given a gravitational mass density, or the inverse question of
what the gravitational mass density is, given a particle motion data.
In the absence of training data, this problem of predicting the gravitational mass density
function in a distant galaxy, given a sample of particles which have been tracked for their
motion and position vectors, is then equivalent to the unsupervised learning of the latent
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state space pdf along with the learning of the gravitational mass density function, given the
available off-line test data.

1.2.1

A galaxy as a dynamical system

In my work, I will treat the galaxy as a dynamical system, in which the state space S ⊆ R6
harbours the state space vector S := ( X1 , X2 , X3 , V1 , V2 , V3 ) T ∈ S , with the location of a
particle in the galaxy (such as a star) given by the vector X := ( X1 , X2 , X3 ) T ∈ X ⊆ R3 ,
and velocity of the particle given by the vector V = Ẋ = (V1 , V2 , V3 ) T ∈ V ⊆ R3
[Binney and Tremaine, 1987; Thompson and Stewart, 2001]1 . Then treating the galaxy as
an autonomous dynamical system bound by gravitation, Newton’s second law gives
dV
= −∇Φ( X1 , X2 , X3 ),
dt
where the gravitational potential Φ(·) is considered to be dependent only on location coordinates, thus modelling the system as Hamiltonian [Goldstein et al., 2002]. Here ∇ is the
grad operator. In such a mechanical system, X · V = 0, where · is the inner product.
The rule for evolution in this dynamical system is then a function of the locationdependent gravitational potential – which is the potential energy per unit mass of the galactic particle, where an underlying approximation is that all particles of the same “type” have
the same gravitational mass. This approximation is not entirely misplaced since the kind of
particles that I deal with in this thesis have a small dispersion over the mass values. These
types of particles are: planetary nebulae (or PNe) that are the end states of certain kinds of
massive stars, and globular clusters (or GCs) that are tightly bound clusters of stars [Shu,
1982]. One of the aims of this thesis is to learn this gravitational potential, that will then
enable the learning of the rule of evolution of a real galaxy as a dynamical system. Indeed,
this aim is directly linked to my desire to learn the gravitational mass density function
ρ : X −→ R≥0 , where the gravitational potential and the gravitational mass density are
deterministically related via the Poisson equation:

−∇2 Φ( X1 , X2 , X3 ) = −4πGρ( X1 , X2 , X3 ),
1 Indeed,

S is the galactic phase space. I refer to it as the galactic state space, throughout my thesis.
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where ∇2 is the Laplace Beltrami operator, and G is Newton’s Universal Gravitational
Constant: G ≈ 6.6742 × 10−11 m3 .kg−1 .s−2 [Li et al., 2018]. I thus rephrase my aim
of learning the gravitational potential Φ(·), to state that I am interested in learning the
gravitational mass density function ρ(·). As motivated in the previous subsection, learning
of the gravitational mass density of all (dark and luminous) gravitating galactic matter is
linked to the learning of the distribution of particles in state space. Hence another of my
aims is to learn f (·), where f (·) is the pdf of the state space vector and is expressed as
f ( X1 , X2 , X3 , V1 , V2 , V3 ), such that f : S −→ R≥0 .
In fact, I will learn both f (·) and ρ(·) given data on the observables amongst the state
space coordinates, by embedding ρ(·) within the support of the pdf f (·), where the likelihood will be defined in terms of the learnt f (·). Here, the density function f (·) integrated
over its domain, yields 1. This likelihood will be used within Bayes’ rule, normalised to
ensure propriety, multiplied with relevant priors that will be invoked, to thus define the posterior of the unknowns given the data. Samples from the posterior probability density will
be taken using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques, which will allow us to
compute the marginal posterior probability density of each scalar-valued unknown, given
the data. Using the marginals, I will then compute the 95% Highest Probability Density
(HPD) credible regions on each unknown. The inference related issues are discussed below
in Section 1.4.2.

1.2.2

The assumption of isotropy

One shortcoming of using kinematic data to learn the gravitational mass density function
in a galaxy, is that only 3 of the 6 state space coordinates can be observed in a real galaxy
(namely, X1 , X2 , V3 ). The coordinate X3 informs on the extension of the elliptical galaxy in
a (line-of-sight) direction orthogonal to the “image plane of the galaxy” that spans the set of
realisations of the vector ( X1 , X2 ) T . The only observations of location coordinates of an individual galactic particle that are possible, are the location coordinates on this image plane,
i.e. X1 , X2 . Again, the only velocity coordinate of such a particle that can be observed is
the speed with which the particle in this distant galaxy is moving away from us or towards
us, by invoking Doppler effect to model the width of a line in the spectrum observed from
that particle, as affected by motion along the line-of-sight [Shu, 1982]. Thus, any method
that resorts to using values of any of the unobservables (namely, X3 , V1 , V2 ), will need to
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invoke symmetries of either X or V . For example, assuming that the state space pdf is
an isotropic function of X and V would imply that any realisation of theqrandom variable
R :=k X k, given observations X1 = x1 and X2 = x2 , is minimally

x12 + x22 , where

k · k represents L2 norm.
Remark. A problem that emerges out of this observational shortcoming is that multiple
models of gravitational mass distribution – distinguished by differently anisotropic state
spaces – are possible, given the same data on X1 , X2 , V3 .
Since the available data cannot impose identifiability on solutions obtained for ρ(·)
given different choices of the level of anisotropy in the galactic state space, I opt for the
Occam’s Razor solution of assuming the state space to be isotropic. In other words, the
pdf of the state space vector S = ( X1 , X2 , X3 , V1 , V2 , V3) is assumed to be an isotropic
function of the location vector X = ( X1 , X2 , X3 ) T and velocity vector V = (V1 , V2 , V3 ) T ,
i.e. the state space pdf is f (k X k, k V k).
Theorem 1.2.1. The state space probability density function, if assumed an isotropic function of the location vector X = ( X1 , X2 , X3 ) T and velocity vector V = (V1 , V2 , V3 ) T , has
the form f (k X k, k V k), where k · k is the L2 norm.
A proof is available in Section 2.2, following Theorem 2.2.1.

1.2.3

Criticisms of existing methods

The method that is conventionally used to learn the gravitational
mass in a galaxy, enclosed
!
r
R
within radius R ≡k X k= r, M(r ) = ρ( x )4πx2 dx , is the implementation of the
0

so called Jeans equation [Binney and Tremaine, 1987]. Jeans equation uses the estimated
empirical standard deviation σ3 of the sample of observed V3 values of galactic particles,
and the number density function ν(r ) of the sampled particles, in the (assumed to be spherical) spatial geometry. Thus, ν(r ) represents the number of particles that lie in the interval

[r, r + δr ), where δr is the width of the radial bin chosen by the astronomer. Jeans equation
gives
r (σ3 (r ))2
M (r ) = −
G

"

#
d ln ν(r ) d ln σ32 (r )
+
+ β (r ) ,
d ln r
d ln r
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(1.2)

where the anisotropy parameter (or rather function) is defined as β(r ) = 1 − σ2 (r )2 /σ3 (r )2
and the estimated empirical standard deviation of V2 is given by σ2 . There are multiple
problems with the computation of M(r ) using this formulation. Firstly, we notice that the
result depends on what is input for β(r ), for which there are no observational constraints.
If as in my work, the phase space is assumed t be isotropic, then β(r ) = 0 ∀r ≥ 0. Besides
this problem, it is clearly non-robust to estimate the dispersion σ3 (r ) from a few (. 102 )
discretely sampled and noisy values of V3 that are typically distributed non-linearly with
R; this estimate is thus highly sensitive to the way the data on V3 is binned with respect to
values of R. The same problem pertains to the estimation of the number density ν(r ). What
is worse is that the Jeans equation formulation then demands the output, namely the mass
enclosed within R = r, to be computed based on the spatial derivatives of these highly
noisy estimates.
Such an estimate of M ( R) is in general strongly sensitive to the implementational details chosen in a particular analysis of the data; i wish to avoid such ad hoc method for
finding the gravitational mass density function. Additionally, I also wish to undertake reliable learning of the galactic state space pdf. Even more broadly speaking, my primary
motivation is in the need to learn system properties when training data is absent. This is
what I advance, particularly within the paradigm of a galactic application.
Galaxies are gravitationally bound systems, and gravitation is an attractive force on
galactic scales. Hence in a model of an (elliptical) galaxy as built of concentric layers, the
more central a layer, the more gravitational mass has been attracted into it, and thus the
more mass has accumulated within it (per unit volume), compared to the layer that is at
any higher a value of R. Thus, the value of the gravitational mass density is not expected
to increase with R, i.e. ρ( R) is not expected to be an increasing function of R. In fact, as
we will see in the next chapter, ρ( R) will be assumed to be monotonically non-increasing
with increase in r.

1.3

Using Ancillary Information to Counter Model Misspecification

As I described in the previous section, what is learnt about the gravitational mass density
function of a real galaxy is conditional on what is assumed for the state of isotropy of the
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(6-dimensional) state space S of the galaxy, where S hosts the location and velocity coordinates of galactic particles. I choose to impose that assumption of this topology, allowing
the expression of a simpler model, i.e. I adopt the Occam’s Razor route. However, some far
away galaxies also admit gravitational lensing measurements. Gravitational lensing allows
us to study the total gravitational mass that is enclosed within a circle of a given radius on
a two-dimensional plane (namely, the image plane of the galaxy) [Cappellari et al., 2013;
Leier et al., 2016]. Lensing measurements comprise information on the distortion to the
path of light as caused by the lens that is the gravitational field of the galaxy. This follows
from Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity, which discusses the effect of the gravitational
field (of dark as well as luminous matter) on distorting the path of a light ray [Peacock,
1998].
Lensing measurements are used to estimate the gravitational mass M( R) of a galaxy,
enclosed within a given radius, for galaxies at large distances. As for less distant galaxies, astronomers resort to the modelling of kinematic data to learn the gravitational mass
density at radius R, and thereby of M( R). Estimation of mass distributions using lensing
measurements are typically undertaken using parametrised models [Koopmans and Treu,
2003].
For the far-away galaxy 0047-281, Koopmans and Treu [2003] report on the mass
M∗ ( R0 ) that is enclosed within a radius R0 , with an uncertainty δM∗ on this mass also
provided. I use this information as the prior on the sought gravitational mass density ρ( R),
by stating that this prior on ρ( R) is Double Exponential with mean given by the mass
M∗ ( R0 ) estimated by the lensing measurements, and variance given by δM∗ .
Remark. To incorporate the given uncertainty of the enclosed mass estimate (obtained
from lensing measurements) reported by Koopmans and Treu [2003], to inform on he learning of ρ( R), I define the prior of ρ( R) to be


1
| M∗ ( R0 ) − M( R0 )|
π0 (ρ( R)) =
exp −
,
2δM∗
δ M∗
where M( R) =

RR

ρ( x )4πx2 dx.

0

Via the chosen prior density, I wish to impose a higher probability mass in the immediate neighbourhood of the mass that is observed to be enclosed within M( R0 ). Modelling
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the prior to be centred at this mass value, the more peaky the prior is around its mean, the
higher is the mass imposed on values that the variable attains around this observed enclosed
mass. The double exponential prior density is preferred over a Gaussian prior, as it is more
peaky around its mean.
To illustrate the efficacy of this ancillary lensing-based information on the learning of
ρ( R), I draw 2 sets of kinematic data for this galaxy: the first one from an inherently
isotropic model state space pdf, and the second one from a parametric anisotropic model of
the pdf. I input both data to learn ρ( R) – once with the lensing-results based prior included,
and once excluded.

1.4

Markov Chain Monte Carlo

Sampling from the friendlier distributions (such as the exponential or Normal) that admit
inverse transform solutions, is easy enough. However for sampling from a posterior that is
defined over a high-dimensional support, MCMC methods are better suited. An introduction to Markov Chains is presented in Section 1.4.1, while some principles of Monte Carlo
Integration are available in Section A.1 of the Appendix.

1.4.1

Markov chains

I now review some important properties of Markov chains, showing why MCMC is relevant
to the aim of sampling from a posterior density. Most notably, we will see that under some
conditions, a Markov Chain can converge. The notations used in this paragraph apply to a
discrete state space, though the principles can easily be generalised for a continuous state
space.
Given a sequence of random variables X0 , . . . , Xn taking values in a state-space S, this
sequence is a Markov chain if the transition probabilities between different values in the
state space only depend on the current value of the random variable, i.e
P ( X t + 1 = s j | X0 = s k , · · · , X t = s i ) = P ( X t + 1 = s j | X t = s i ) .

(1.3)

We now define the transition probabilities P(i, j) = P(i → j), as a matrix whose ijth
element gives the probability P(i, j) that a random variable Xt at state si moves to state s j
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in a single step. Such a probability is expressed as
P(i, j) = P(i → j) = P( Xt+1 = s j | Xt = si ).

(1.4)

These transition probabilities define the dynamics of the chain. Next, we define π as a
stationary distribution of a Markov chain with transition matrix P, with π satisfying
πi =

∑ π j p ji , ∀i
j

(1.5)

π = πP.
In words, if the Markov chain reaches such a distribution, the probability values are independent of the initial condition and have converged. A sufficient condition for π to be
a unique stationary distribution is to verify the detailed balance equation (also called the
reversible condition), which states ∀i, j that
πi pij = π j p ji .

(1.6)

Another property that a chain can have, and required in our MCMC context, is irreducibility. A Markov chain is said to be irreducible if the probability to move from one
state to any other state is non-null. That is, ∀i, j, there exists a positive integer k (number
of steps) such that the probability to move from state i to j in k number of steps is non-null,
(k)

i.e pij > 0. In this case it is also said that all states communicate with each other. Now
if the number of steps required to move between two states is a multiple of an integer (say
c), then the chain is periodic. This means that once the chain goes through a certain state,
it can only go back to that state after c, 2c, . . . steps. If there is no such period c for any
c > 1, then the chain is said to be aperiodic.
The properties that we have just reviewed bring us to the important Convergence Theorem, which states that an aperiodic (the chain shows no periodicity) and irreducible (all
states communicate with each other) Markov chain ( X0 , . . . , Xn ) with transition matrix P
and stationary distribution π will converge to its unique stationary distribution (a proof is
available in [Levin D. A., 2008], Section 4.3).
Another theorem that forms the basis of MCMC is the ergodic theorem, stating that an
aperiodic and irreducible Markov chain with transition probability matrix P and stationary
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distribution π is ergodic, so that
1 n
∑ w ( Xt ) = Eπ w ( X ),
n→∞ n
t =1
lim

(1.7)

∑nt=1 w( Xt ) is named the ergodic average. This
is a very similar expression to the one given by Monte Carlo Integration (presented in Secwhere Eπ w( X ) =

R

w( x )π ( x )dx and

1
n

tion A.1 of the Appendix), except that the random variables are now correlated. However
even with correlated random variables, ergodicity ensures independence of initial conditions ([Robert and Casella, 2004] Section 6.6).
We now have the foundations of Bayesian MCMC, where we aim to sample from a
posterior density π (θ|y) of an unknown parameter vector θ that we aim to estimate, given
data y, by first simulating a Markov chain with stationary distribution π (θ|y) and then
using the ergodic average to estimate any summary of such posterior distribution.

1.4.2

Metropolis-Hastings

Unlike many sampling strategies aimed at generating iid variables, the samples obtained
from a MCMC scheme contain correlated variables. This is not an issue however, as it is
proved that under the right conditions, this chain will converge toward the target distribution
that we wish to sample from ([Gelman et al., 1995], Chapter 11), even when not much is
known about it. This method is also very useful when the distribution of interest is highdimensional, as it allows to decompose this high-dimensional problem into a sequence of
smaller problems that are much easier to solve [Robert and Casella, 2010].
The first MCMC sampler was the Metropolis algorithm [Metropolis et al., 1953]. Let
the distribution of interest be π (θ|y), the posterior density (known up to a normalising constant) of an unknown parameter vector θ given data y. The Metropolis algorithm allows us
to sample from this posterior distribution, by proposing values of the unknown parameters
from a chosen proposal density, and accepting or rejecting them as part of an acceptance
step, for each iteration. For an appropriate proposal density (easy to simulate from), a
considered chain of a parameter (here each parameter is a random variable) will converge
toward the marginal posterior of that parameter. Let us define q(θ/ |θ), the proposal density from which the proposed parameter vector θ/ is drawn from, given the current state
of the chain at θ. Let us also impose this proposed distribution to be symmetric, such that
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Algorithm 1 The Metropolis algorithm
(0)

(0)

1. Start with an initial parameter vector θ(0) = (θ1 , . . . , θm )
2. At iteration i + 1 and given θ(i) , we generate θ(i+1) as follows

• Generate θ(i+1) from q(θ(i+1) |θ)
i

( i +1)

• Compute the acceptance probability r (θ , θ



) = min

π (θ(i+1) |y)
,1
π (θi |y)



• Get a sample u from U [0, 1]
if (u < r (θi , θ(i+1) ))
θ(i+1) is set to the proposed θ(i+1)
else θ(i+1) is set to the current value θ(i)
3. Repeat 2. for all iterations.
q(θ/ |θ) = q(θ|θ/ ). Another condition is that the initial parameter vector must be such
that the posterior probability computed at this initial parameter vector is strictly positive
(otherwise none of the moves will be accepted). The detailed algorithm is presented in
Algorithm 1 below.
Note that the normalising constant of the posterior density cancels out in the ratio. One
shortcoming of Metropolis however, is that the probability to accept a move from θ to θ/
π (θ/ |y)
is entirely based on the ratio of the target distribution evaluated at θ and θ/ , i.e
.
π (θ|y)
As one can see, if π (θ/ |y) > π (θ|y), then the ratio of the posteriors in the acceptance
step gives a value superior to 1, and the proposed move is necessarily accepted. However if
π (θ/ |y)
π (θ/ |y) < π (θ|y), the move will be accepted with probability
. In other words,
π (θ|y)
if the value of density of the posterior distribution evaluated at the proposed parameter
vector is higher than the density at the current, the move will be accepted with probability
one. But if the density of the posterior distribution at the proposed θ/ is less than the density
at the current θ, then there is a chance that this move will not be accepted. This encourages
moves toward the local maximum to be ”preferred” to the ones going away from it, which
can be dangerous if it is indeed a local maximum, and not the global maximum.
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Algorithm 2 The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
(0)

(0)

1. Start with an initial parameter vector θ(0) = (θ1 , . . . , θm )
2. At iteration i + 1 and given θ(i) , we generate θ(i+1) as follows

• Generate θ(i+1) from q(θ(i+1) |θ)
• Compute the acceptanceprobability
i

( i +1)

r (θ , θ

) = min

π (θ(i+1) |y) q(θi |θ(i+1))
,1
π (θi |y) q(θ(i+1) |θ)



• Get a sample u from U [0, 1]
if (u < r (θi , θ(i+1) ))
θ(i+1) is set to the proposed θ(i+1)
else θ(i+1) is set to the current value θ(i)
3. Repeat 2. for all iterations.
To avoid getting stuck in local maxima and better explore the sample space, there is a
need to give a chance to moves that depart from those local maxima. Such is the motivation
behind Metropolis-Hastings algorithms, which incorporate a ratio of the proposal density
within the acceptance step. The Metropolis algorithm is actually a special case of the
Metropolis-Hastings, where the proposal density is imposed to be symmetric. To allow
for a better exploration of the support of the posterior density, Metropolis-Hastings uses
a non-symmetric proposal density, which helps on accepting jumps departing from local
maxima. Algorithm 2 describes such a Metropolis-Hastings scheme.
A proof of the convergence of chains generated by the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
is provided in ([Robert and Casella, 2004], Theorem 7.2)

1.4.3

The independent sampler

The independent sampler (Section 7.4 of [Robert and Casella, 2004]) gets its name from
the particularity that the proposal distribution does not depend on the current state of the
chain. In other words, each random variable from such a distribution is drawn such that
its value is not influenced by the value at the current position of the chain, i.e for a move
from θ to θ/ , the proposal density q(θ/ |θ) is simply written as q(θ/ ). This is very much
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Algorithm 3 The independent sampler
(0)

(0)

1. Start with an initial parameter vector θ(0) = (θ1 , . . . , θm )
2. At iteration i + 1 and given θ(i) , we generate θ(i+1) as follows

• Generate θ(i+1) from q(θ(i+1) )
• Compute the acceptanceprobability
i

( i +1)

r (θ , θ

) = min

π (θ(i+1) |y) q(θi )
,1
π (θi |y) q(θ(i+1) )



• Get a sample u from U [0, 1]
if (u < r (θi , θ(i+1) ))
θ(i+1) is set to the proposed θ(i+1)
else θ(i+1) is set to the current value θ(i)
3. Repeat 2. for all iterations.
unlike a Random Walk chain, for which each random variable is drawn from a distribution
that is centred around the current value. In an independent sampler, the ratio of proposals
in the acceptance step will generally not be equal to 1, as q(θ) 6= q(θ/ ) for most proposal
densities. We thus have a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, with an independent proposal.
However it is important to note that although the random variables of the chain are generated independently of the current state of the chain, the resulting sample is not iid [Robert
and Casella, 2004] since the current state appears in the acceptance probability. Many
analogies can be done with importance sampling and rejection sampling, in that the proposal has to be close to the target distribution for the algorithm to be efficient. Indeed, since
the proposed values are independent of the current position, the proposal density needs to
be built such that its support includes almost all the support of the posterior [Mengersen
and Tweedie, 1996].
q(θ)
computed at the current state has a relatively small
π (θ|y)
value (i.e the chain is where the posterior has high probability mass), then the probability
We notice that if the ratio

of accepting a move to another state will be small. A chain generated by an independent
sampler thus tends to stay for longer on states that have a high probability mass.
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1.4.4

Random Walk Metropolis

In a MCMC context, a Markov chain is a Random Walk if the proposed θ/ can be expressed
as the current θ plus the value of a random variable Z, such that for each element of the
parameter vector (say θi is the ith component of θ) we can express θi/ as
θi/ = θi + zi

(1.8)

with zi sampled from some arbitrary density ji . The proposed density for θi/ can thus be
written as
q(θi/ |θi ) = j(θi/ − θi ) = j(zi ).

(1.9)

There are many common choices for ji , including the normal distribution with mean 0, or
uniform distribution centred around 0. Note that those two proposal densities are symmetric, i.e ji (−θi ) = ji (θi ). In that case, the ratio of proposals in the acceptance step is
q(θ/ |θ)
q(θ|θ/ )

≡

q(θ, θ/ )
q(θ/ , θ)

=1

(1.10)

and we can generate a chain from the original Metropolis scheme as seen above in Algorithm 1.
One advantage of using such a proposal is that, in contrast to the independent sampler,
it can work without knowing much about the target distribution [Beck J. L., 2013; Marin,
2007], which is often true in a complex high-dimensional problem. If however we have
a good knowledge of the target distribution and can formulate a proposal that is a good
approximation to the target, then independent sampling proves to be more efficient [Beck
J. L., 2013].

1.4.5

The Gibbs sampler

The Gibbs sampler [Geman and Geman, 1984] is a powerful implementation of MCMCbased inference, as used by the Bayesian community. It is indeed very appropriate when
the posterior that one wishes to sample from is high-dimensional, and the full conditionals
(conditional density of a parameter given all the other parameters) are available.
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Algorithm 4 The Gibbs Sampler algorithm
(0)

(0)

1. Start with an initial parameter vector θ(0) = (θ1 , . . . , θm ).
2. At iteration i + 1 and given θ(i) , we generate θ(i+1) as follows
( i +1)

from π (θ1 |θ2 , . . . , θm , y)

( i +1)

from π (θ2 |θ1

( i +1)

from π (θm |θ1

• Generate θ1
• Generate θ2
..
.

• Generate θm

(i )

( i +1)

(i )

(i )

(i )

, θ3 , . . . , θ m , y )

( i +1)

( i +1)

, . . . , θ m −1 , y )

3. θ(i) has been updated to θ(i+1) . Repeat 2. for all iterations.
For a parameter vector θ = (θ1 , . . . , θm ) T of m unknown components, and data y, the
basic idea of a Gibbs sampler is that to sample from π (θ|y), we sample from π (θ j |θ− j , y)
in turn for each j (from 1 to m), where θ− j = (θ1 , . . . , θ j−1 , θ j+1 , . . . , θm ) T , i.e. θ− j is θ
with the jth element removed. The conditional distributions π (θ j |θ− j , y) ∀ j = 1, . . . , m
describe the local behaviour of the joint density in the direction of θ j , conditional on values of all the other variables. These conditional distributions are called full conditional
distributions. The Gibbs sampler is particularly useful in the cases where the joint posterior distribution is intractable, but the full conditionals are not. The algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 4. The Gibbs sampler can be viewed as laying the foundations of the MetropolisHastings algorithm where the probability to accept a move is always unity ([Gelman et al.,
1995] page 293).

1.4.6

Metropolis-within-Gibbs

As mentioned above, the Gibbs algorithm allows sampling from a high-dimensional target
distribution. However, it also requires that the full conditionals are available, which is not
always the case. What can then be done to sample from a high-dimensional target when
the full conditionals are not available? One possible method is to insert a Metropolis step
for each parameter, or block of parameters, where said parameter would be updated as in
a classic Metropolis algorithm. The next parameter would then make use of that newly
updated parameter, and go through a similar acceptance step, and so on, for all parameters
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Algorithm 5 Metropolis-within-Gibbs algorithm
Require: The algorithm requires predefined seeds, and a proposal density for each block
for (i in 1 to Niter ) do
. The following steps are done for each of the Niter iterations.
• Step to update the first block of parameters
Generate the first block of parameters from the proposal
Compute theacceptance probability

Proposal density at the current position
at the updated first block
∗
,
1
α = min Likelihood
Likelihood at the current position
Proposal density at the updated first block
Get a sample u from U [0, 1]
if (u < α) then
The first block is entirely updated
else The first block remains unchanged
• Step to update a second block of parameters, using the updated first block
Generate the second block of parameters from the proposal
Compute theacceptance probability

Proposal density at the current position
at the updated second block
∗
,
1
α = min Likelihood
Likelihood at the current position
Proposal density at the updated second block
Get a sample u from U [0, 1]
if (u < α) then
The second block is entirely updated
else The second block remains unchanged
that do not have tractable full conditionals. The parameters are updated in this manner for
all iterations. A more general formulation of this scheme can be expressed as the turn by
turn update of ”blocks” of parameters, each containing a certain amount of parameters. For
two blocks of parameters, the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 5.
Another advantage to this algorithm is that it speeds up convergence of the chains
when the parameters happen to be strongly correlated. Indeed, correlations between parameters can lead to extremely slow convergence of sampling chains, and sometimes to
non-convergence (at least, in a practical amount of sampling time). There are more sophisticated sampling approaches that allow MCMC to deal efficiently with such correlations. A
simple approach is blocking, which allows the separation of sampling between certain sets
of parameters. Problems arising from these correlations can be reduced by blocking: that
is, separating the propose-accept-reject step for the different blocks of parameters [Roberts
and Sahu, 1997]. I will actually use such an algorithm in the application, with details on
the methodology and implementation available in Chapter 2.
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Figure 1.3: Histogram of α generated by MCMC, with 95% HPD credible regions (delimited by vertical blue lines)

1.4.7

Highest Probability Density (HPD) credible regions

HPD credible regions on the learnt values of a parameter, given the data, summerises the
uncertainty in the marginal posterior of that parameter as the (union of) interval(s) of values
that contains 100(1 − α)% of the marginal posterior probability ([Gelman et al., 1995]
Section 2.3). Figure 1.3 shows the 95% HPD credible regions (delimited by the vertical
blue lines) for simulated values of α through MCMC. The advantage of this method is
that it also works for multimodal densities for which we would then obtain subsets of the
support rather than a single interval [Gelman et al., 1995]. In our case however, for the
astrophysics application, we expect to see unimodal distributions.

1.5

Organisation of the Thesis

The ulterior aim of this work is to enable the learning of the (possibly high-dimensional)
functional relation between an observable and a system parameter vector, when we are
challenged by a lack of training data, and the distribution of the observable is also unknown.
This could then be undertaken as an exercise in supervised learning, as long as the originally
absent training data is generated, i.e. we are able to generate the system parameter vector
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ρi at which a measured (test) datum, yi on Y, is recorded, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , Ndata }.
This new method invokes a system property that helps link the model parameter vector
X with the observable Y, and this is possible in physical systems for which we have – at
least partial – observed information Y. To clarify, in the face of absent training data, I
advance the pursuit of the probability density function of the observable Y, on which data
is available, and employ this to learn the system parameter vector X. Such an exercise is
undertaken in a Bayesian framework, in which the posterior of the pdf of the system parameters is sought, given the available data. The sought parameter vector could inform on the
behaviour, or structure, of the system (eg. it could be the vectorised version of the density
function of all gravitating matter in a distant galaxy). The state space pdf establishes the
link between this unknown system vector, and measurements available on the observable
(that may comprise complete or incomplete information on the state space variable). I consider dynamical systems, such that the system at hand is governed by a kinetic equation
[Gressman and Strain, 2010]; the unknown system parameter vector is treated as the stationary parameter in the model of this dynamical system. In the novel Bayesian learning
method that I introduce, this parameter is embedded within the support of the state space
pdf. This is discussed in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2 of Chapter 2.
Empirical illustration of this novel methodology is made, with the aim to learn the
density of all gravitational matter in a real galaxy (treated as an autonomous dynamical
system). The system parameter is the discretised version of the sought gravitational mass
density. It is linked via the state space pdf to the observable that is the state space coordinate vector of individual galactic particles. It is then also desired to learn the discretised
version of this pdf. Here, the state space coordinates are the location and velocity coordinates of individual galactic particles. To be precise, the present learning methodology
needs to accommodate the missing nature of half of the state space coordinates. Such requirement drives me to impose a (simplistic) symmetry on the state space topology, where
the simplicity of the symmetry is the Occam’s Razor response to the challenges offered
by the missing state space coordinates. This is presented in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2
of Chapter 2. I will perform the learning for the real galaxy NGC4494 for two different
types of galactic particles. All results obtained from the analysis of the datasets available
on these two particle types, are presented in Chapter 3.
I will also use this learning methodology in another real galaxy that is further away
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than NGC4494, to address the issue of identifiability of the gravitational mass density, as
it is affected by symmetry of the state space topology. Broadly speaking, the model of
the state space topology is mis-specified by the learner (as the simple-most one), and such
model mis-specification can be addressed by invoking ancillary information on the total
gravitational mass that is included within a given radius in the galaxy. Indeed, by using
such a linear constraint on the system gravitational mass density, we achieve identifiability.
This ancillary information is available in the form of measurements of the extent to which
light is bent by the gravitational lens that is this distant galaxy [Koopmans and Treu, 2003].
This is presented in Chapter 4.
I wrap up my doctoral thesis with a chapter that discusses the main achievements, and
results of my work, while discussing work that remains to be done.
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Chapter 2
Methodology and Implementation

2.1

General Methodology

I will now present a generic methodology for learning the unknown system function of a
dynamical system that is governed by a given kinetic equation. We will see that the learning
of this unknown system function is tied with the learning of the state space density of such
a system, where the state space pdf links the sought system function to the measurements
(some or all of the components) of the state space variable.
Thus in the context of a dynamical system, let us define the state space variable as a pdimensional vector X ∈ X ⊆ R p . Let the observable be the vector Y ∈ Y ⊆ Rd ; d < p,
such that only some (d) of the p different components of the state space vector X can be
observed. In light of this situation marked by incomplete information, we need to review
our earlier declaration of interest in the probability density function of the full state space
vector. Indeed, we aim to learn the pdf of the state space variable X, and yet, have measured
information in only Y, i.e. in only d of the p components of X. Then if the density of X
is to be learnt given data on Y, such incompleteness in measured information will have to
be compensated for, by invoking some independent information. This extra or independent
information has to be on the symmetry of the state space X .
Definition 2. The state space variable is X = ( X1 , . . . , X p ) T ∈ X .
The observed variables comprise Y = ( X1 , ..., Xd ) T ∈ Y ⊂ X ; d < p.
Let U be the unobserved part of the state space variable X, such that U = ( Xd+1 , . . . , X p ) T ∈
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U ⊆ R p−d .
N

The available data is then D = {y(k) }k=data
1 , which is a sample of Ndata measurements of
the observable variable Y.
We seek to learn the unknown system function, ρ( X1 , . . . , X p ), given data D; i.e. to learn
ρ : X ⊆ R p −→ R≥0 .
The probability density function of the state space variable X is f ( X1 , . . . , X p ; α1 , . . . , αs ) ≥
0 such that the distribution is parametrised by α1 , . . . , αs .
Now since our data variable Y ∈ Y ⊂ X , where X hosts the state space variable X, it
cannot be said that the data is sampled from f ( X1 , . . . , X p ; α1 , . . . , αs ). Instead, we need to
marginalise f ( X1 , . . . , X p ; α1 , . . . , αs ) over the unobservables, to identify the density that
the data on Y is sampled from, i.e. the random variables Xd+1 , . . . , X p need to be integrated
out from f ( X1 , . . . , X p ; α1 , . . . , αs ).
Definition 3. Let the probability density function of the observable vector Y = y(k) , at the
(k)

(k)

kth data point y(k) = (y1 , . . . , yd ) T – given by marginalising f ( X1 , . . . , X p ; α1 , . . . , αs )
over the unobservables – be:
(k)

(k)

ν ( y1 , . . . , y d ; α1 , . . . , α s ) : =
Z
X d +1

···

Z

(k)

(k)

f ( x1 , · · · , xd , xd+1 , · · · , x p ; α1 , . . . , αs )dxd+1 · · · dx p .

(2.1)

Xp

Remark. The integration of the unobservables can be seen as projection of
f ( X1 , . . . , X p ; α1 , . . . , αs ) onto the space of the observables, i.e onto Y .
We will thus refer to ν(Y1 , . . . , Yd ; α1 , . . . , αs ) using the term of ”projected state space
density”. Having defined our projected state space pdf, and assuming that the data points in
D are iid, the likelihood function of parameters α1 , . . . , αs given data D, can be expressed
as
fD



{y(k) }kN=data
1 | α1 , . . . , α s



Ndata

≡ ` ( α1 , . . . , α s | D ) =

∏ ν ( y ( k ) ; α1 , . . . , α s ).

(2.2)

k =1

This expression however does not appear to be very useful at first sight, since our sought parameter ρ( X1 , . . . , X p ) does not appear to be included in the likelihood `(·| D ) above. We
accomplish invoking ρ(·) into the likelihood by devising a clever trick where we rephrase
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the expression of the likelihood, to embed ρ( X1 , . . . , X p ) into the support of the state space
pdf f ( X1 , . . . , X p ; α1 , . . . , αs ). One way to embed ρ( X1 , . . . , X p ) into the support of the
state space pdf is by expressing the variable that currently defines the support of the pdf as a
function of the unknown of interest ρ(·). Now, the variable that parametrises the support of
the pdf currently is α := (α1 , . . . , αs ) T . Our overall aim is then to express α as a function
of ρ(·).
At this stage we may digress to recall that the function ρ(·) will need to be discretised
into its discretised version ρ, (which is an NX -dimensional vector, where we will soon
connect NX to the data at hand), owing to the absence of training data on chosen values of
X = ( X1 , . . . , X p ) T and a known value of ρ(·) that is generated at each such design point,
as indicated in Section 1.1.4 of Chapter 1. Thus, ultimately, we will embed such a vector
ρ ∈ R N X into the support of the state space, where ρ is the discretised form of the function
ρ ( X1 , . . . , X p ) .
Definition 4. Using the definition α := ζ (ρ( X1 , . . . , X p )), the support of the state space
pdf is updated to be the product space that is the Cartesian product of the output of
the function ζ (ρ( X1 , . . . , X p )), and that of another function η( X1 , . . . , X p ). Here ζ :
R≥0 −→ Rs , given the non-negativity of ρ(·) stated in Definition 2, and because α =

(α1 , . . . , αs )T ∈ Rs . Also, whatever in the support of the state space pdf that is not in the
space of α1 , . . . , αs , comprises the output of the function η; thus, here η : X −→ X . In
other words, let f (·) be rephrased as:
f ( X1 , . . . , X p ; α1 , . . . , αs ) ≡ f (ζ (ρ( X1 , . . . , X p )), η( X1 , . . . , X p )).

(2.3)

Thanks to this rephrasing of the state space pdf, we can now write the likelihood to
include a function of ρ(·), or rather, its discretised version ρ. The likelihood can then be
expressed as:
Ndata

∏ ν ( y1

(k)

, . . . , yd , ρ) =

Z

Z

h 

i
(k)
(k)
f ζ ρ( x1 , . . . , xd , xd+1 , . . . , x p ) , η( x) dxd+1 · · · dx p . (2.4)

k =1

X d +1

···

(k)

Xp

Our parameter of interest ρ is now embedded within the support of the likelihood.
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However, the state space pdf f (·, ·) is still an unknown. In order to learn ρ, we thus seek
to learn f (·, ·) as well. As indicated previously in Section 1.1.4, the lack of training data
does not allow us to learn this function. Instead, lack of training data (comprising chosen
values of the state space coordinates, and the corresponding pdf generated at each such
design point) forces us to learn the discretised form of f (·, ·) in place of the function itself.
Thus, after binning the support of f (ζ (ρ( x)), η( x)), the pdf over each such bin is then
considered a random variable, where these pdf variables are assumed to be independent of
each other, and identically distributed. Those parameters will need to be learnt. This is only
an approximation of the real pdf, but again in absence of training data, that is the best we
can do. In order to perform this learning, we need to bin the support of both ζ (·) and η(·).
This construction is data-driven, as the range of the support is defined by the available data
D.
Definition 5. We bin the range of values taken by the state space vector X into Nx bins,
such that ζ (·) has a constant value over each of the Nx X-bins, i.e. ζ m := ζ (ρ( x))

∀ρ( x) ∈ [min (ρ( xm ), ρ( xm+1 )) , max (ρ( xm ), ρ( xm+1 ))] for m = 1, . . . , Nx with
ζ 1 , . . . , ζ Nx assumed to be conditionally independent. η ( x) has a constant value over each


of the Nx X-bins, i.e ηj := η ( x) ∀ x ∈ x j , x j+1 for j = 1, . . . , Nx with η1 , . . . , ηNx
assumed to be conditionally independent.
Thus, recalling that ζ ⊆ R NX , and η ⊆ R NX , the state space pdf is f : R NX ×
R NX −→ R≥0 . Then the discretised version of the pdf is a matrix, every element of which
is non-negative. It is required that I assume the conditional independence of the variables
that are the different components of the ζ and η vectors, and this is reasonable since each
component is an independently learnt random variable. Neither vector is the discretised
version of the state space pdf, but each of these vectors defines a part of the support of the
pdf of state space. Even the learnt components of the state space pdf are learnt as independent random variables since I do not impose any correlation structure on these parameters;
this avoidance of a correlation structure helps to render our model desirably general. Indeed, in an undertaken application, if correlation information is available in the data or in
the relevant literature for us to elicit priors, such information can be included in the model.
However, in anticipation of the complete lack of such information in the astronomical application that we prepare this generic model for, and given that the galactic state space pdf
can vary a lot between one galaxy and another from theoretical considerations of galac31

tic evolution, we will persist with such avoidance of any correlation on the unknown state
space pdf in the application as well. Indeed, when we extend this generic methodology to a
specific application, we can anticipate that deviation of ρ(·) from injectivity would render
inference difficult.
I clarify using the example of the η vector. The jth component of this vector is the
value of the function η ( X ) for x ∈ [ x j , x j+1 ); (the η vector is the discretised form of
the unknown function η ( X )). Thus, jth and j0th components of this vector are values of
the function over disjoint intervals in X, where no correlation information is input on the
function. This justifies what I write above, namely, that components of the η vector are
independently learnt.
Definition 6. The discretised version of the state space pdf is an NX × NX -dimensional
matrix F = [ f mj ] where f mj ≥ 0 is constant over the mjth ζ − η grid cell. Here
R
f (ζ (ρ( x)), η( x))dx1 . . . dx p = 1.
Our problem is now to learn each of those f mj elements, given data D. Following the
same considerations, only the discretised form of our sought parameter function ρ(·) can
be learnt.
Definition 7. We have NX X-bins, such that over the ith bin, ρi = ρ( x) ∀ x ∈ [ xi , xi+1 )iN=X1 .
The learning of the discretised ρ(·) thus involves the learning of the NX -dimensional vector
ρ = (ρ1 , . . . , ρ NX ) T .
To sum up, we reduce the learning of the state space pdf f (·, ·) and the parameter
function ρ(·) to the learning of their discretised forms F = [ f mj ] and ρ = (ρ1 , . . . , ρ NX ),
respectively. Thanks to this, we can now rephrase the projected state space pdf, ν(y(k) , ρ)
as

ν(y

(k)

NX NX

, ρ, F) =

∑∑

m =1 j =1


f mj 


X


Z
d+1|ρ,y(k )

···
X

Z
p|ρ,y(k )


dxd+1 · · · dx p 


.

(2.5)

mj

For each f mj , the integral on the RHS needs to be computed. The value of the integral bears
information from the particular indices, namely m and j in the notation used in Equation
2.5.
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Remark. The integral
Z
X

···
X

d+1|ρ,y(k)

Z

dxd+1 · · · dx p

p|ρ,y(k)

over the unobservables is the volume that the m − jth ζ − η-cell occupies in the space U
of the unobservables.
To compute it, one needs application-specific mappings between U and the space of
the ζ − η-cells.

2.1.1

Acknowledging measurement error

Data typically comprises noisy measurements. A possible way to take this source of uncertainty into account, is to convolve the known error density h(y; e) with the projected state
space pdf ν(y(k) , ρ, F). The likelihood is then expressed as the product of this convolution
over all the iid data points that comprise the given dataset. Here, the parameter vector e
of the error density is assumed to be known. The error density h(·) and its parameters are
application-specific. Then following the convolution of the error density, our likelihood is
given by

`



N
ρ, F|{y(k) }k=data
1



Ndata

=

∏ ν(y(k) , ρ, F) ∗ h(y(k) ; e),

(2.6)

k =1

where “*” represents convolution.
Within our Bayesian framework, priors for each ρi and f mj are specified, where i, j, m ∈

{1, . . . , NX }. Bayes’ rule then gives the joint posterior probability density of the unknown
parameters ρ and F, given data D, i.e π (ρ, F| D ). Sampling from the posterior is done
via MCMC, allowing us to compute 95% Highest Probability Density credible regions (see
Section 1.4.7 for more details on HPD credible regions) for each learnt parameter.

2.2

Application to Astrophysics

The understanding of the contribution of dark matter to the gravitational mass density in
a galaxy is of major interest in Astronomy [Roberts and Whitehurst, 1975; Sofue and Rubin, 2001; Salucci and Burkert, 2000; de Blok et al., 2003; Hayashi et al., 2007]. While
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information on light-emitting matter is available and enables physicists to model the density given such observed data, it is more challenging to model the effects of dark matter,
since by definition, one cannot observe such matter directly. However, physical phenomena
such as gravitational lensing of light by the gravitational field of a galaxy, or a cluster of
galaxies, allow us to confirm that non-observable matter is contributing to the overall gravitational mass density of the galaxy. We could then obtain the weight of this contribution,
by subtracting the density contribution of the visible matter from the overall density. It is
then necessary to learn the gravitational mass density of the whole system in order to learn
the density of dark matter. This learning can only be done using observations of the gravitational effects of all – luminous as well as dark – matter within the galaxy. One source of
such observations is the velocity with which galactic particles move under the influence of
the galactic gravitational field. We here consider a stationary dynamical system, meaning
that the state space coordinates do not depend on time [Goldstein et al., 2002; Thompson
and Stewart, 2001], as mentioned in Section 1.2.1. We also consider the galaxy to abide
by the Collisionless Boltzmann Equation [Binney and Tremaine, 1987], such that the state
space pdf does not vary with time.
Let us now define this state space variable as S = ( X1 , X2 , X3 , V1 , V2 , V3 ) T ∈ S ⊆ R6
(as indicated in Section 1.2.1), where we define X = ( X1 , X2 , X3 ) T as the 3-dimensional
location vector and V = (V1 , V2 , V3 ) T as the 3-dimensional velocity vector of a galactic
particle [Binney and Tremaine, 1987]. The data consists of some of the velocity and spatial
coordinates of some galactic particles (such as stars). That is, for each galactic particle,
we have measurements of Y = ( X1 , X2 , V3 ) T ∈ Y ⊆ R3 . The unobserved part of S is
N

then U = ( X3 , V1 , V2 ) T . For Ndata observations, our data is thus D = {y(k) }k=data
1 . Let
p
us also mention that our spatial observations are given in the form of ( X1 )2 + ( X2 )2 ,
(r
) Ndata




(k) 2 (k)
(k) 2
such that our data D can be rewritten as D =
x1
+ x2
, v3
. The
k =1

measurement errors are assumed to be negligible for our spatial information, but is given
2 ) where δ is provided by astronomers.
for V3 as N (0, δV
V3
3

The parameter that we are interested in learning here, is the gravitational mass density
ρ( X1 , X2 , X3 ) of all matter in the considered galaxy, where we assume that the density ρ(·)
is a function of the spatial coordinates X1 , X2 , X3 only. In a Bayesian framework, we would
then seek to compute the posterior probability density of the unknown ρ( X1 , X2 , X3 ) given
data D. The current expression of the likelihood of the unknown parameters that we re34

fer to here as α = (α1 , . . . , αs ) T , keeping the notations from the general method, is given by
Ndata

` ( α1 , . . . , α s | D ) =

∏ ν ( x1

(k)

(k)

(k)

, x2 , v3 , α1 , . . . , α s ),

(2.7)

k =1

where the projected state space pdf ν(·) is expressed as
ν ( x1 , x2 , v3 , α1 , . . . , α s ) =

Z Z Z

f ( x1 , x2 , x3 , v1 , v2 , v3 , α)dx3 dv1 dv2 .

(2.8)

X3 V1 V2

For now, our unknown ρ( X1 , X2 , X3 ) is not incorporated into the support of the state
space pdf. Thus, we are in need of invoking a property of this physical system such that our
system function ρ(·) can be embedded within the support of the state space pdf f (·). Consequently, ρ(·) would then be embedded into the likelihood that in turn contributes to the
posterior density that we want to sample from. This property here comes from the fact that
we are considering a dynamical system, for which the state space pdf is f (·). Generally a
particle in this system will be at location X (t), moving with velocity V (t) ≡ Ẋ attained in
the infinitesimally small neighbourhood of a chosen value t of the continuous time variable
T. However we here assume that the state space density of this (autonomous by assumption) dynamical system is time-invariant. Then by definition of being autonomous, not
only is the partial derivative of the state space pdf zero (as mentioned in Section 1.2.1), in
a dynamical system such as a galaxy,
d f ( X (t), V (t))
= 0.
dt

(2.9)

This comes from the consideration that within a typical galaxy, collisions between galactic particles are so rare that they occur over time-scales that are in excess of the galactic
age [Binney and Tremaine, 1987]. Thus a galaxy is assumed to be a collisionless system
evolving in time according to the Collisionless Boltzmann Equation (CBE) (Binney and
Tremaine [1987] Chapter 4; Choudhuri [2010] Section 7.5), i.e the total derivative of the
state space pdf f (·) with respect to time is equal to 0.
We thus assume that the system achieved stationarity, such that the density of the state
space f ( X, V ) is a constant ∀ X, V at a given time, where this density is evolving as given
by CBE. CBE allows for f (·) to be expressed as a function of quantities that do not change
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with time. More specifically, the state space pdf needs to be expressed as a function of
integrals of motion (eg. energy or momentum), which are constant along any trajectory in
the state space S . We can now write the state space pdf as a function of time-independent
functions Ii of X and V ; i = 1, 2, . . . ,. Additional constraints arise from studies done in
galactic dynamics [Binney and Tremaine, 1987].
Remark. Of those time-independent functions of integrals of motion that comprise the
support of the CBE-abiding state space pdf of a galaxy, one integral has to be the energy
e( X, V ) [Binney, 1982; Contopoulos, 1963]. Given that the state space is 6-dimensional,
the number of constants of motion that comprise the support of the state space pdf, can be
at most 5 in order to let the galactic particle have at least one degree of freedom [Contopoulos, 1963]. That is, a general form of f (·, ·) is now
f ( X, V ) = f (e( X, V ), I2 ( X, V ), I3 ( X, V ), I4 ( X, V ), I5 ( X, V )).

(2.10)

I choose to include just one constant of motion – the energy – to define the support of
the state space pdf. The reasons behind this choice are motivated by an increased difficulty
in computation of the integral over the unobservables as the number of constant of motion
increases [Chakrabarty, 2014]. Indeed, using any more constants of motion will render our
likelihood intractable in general [Chakrabarty, 2017]. Although it is in principle possible
to include two integrals of motion within the support of the state space density under a
restrictive prescription, the computation in such a model is still extremely difficult. In the
general case, if the pdf is expressed as a function of integrals including the energy as well
as an additional integral of motion (such as the momentum), the likelihood is in fact doubly
intractable [Girolami et al., 2013]. However, by assuming a certain symmetry of our state
space, namely isotropy, we are able to express the pdf as a function of energy function
e(k X k, k V k) only. To test whether this isotropy assumption is reasonable, a new
hypothesis test can be used [Chakrabarty, 2017].
Theorem 2.2.1. The pdf of the state space vector S = ( X1 , X2 , X3 , V1 , V2 , V3 ) T , is an
isotropic function of vectors X = ( X1 , X2 , X3 ) T ∈ X and V = (V1 , V2 , V3 ) T ∈ V , if an
only if, it is rephrased as f (e(k X k, k V k)), where the energy function e( X, V ) is given
as:
e( X, V ) ≡ e(k X k, k V k) = Φ(k X k) +
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(k V k)2
,
2

with the potential function Φ : R≥0 −→ R, and kinetic energy per unit mass given by
(k V k)2
.
2
Proof. If the function g : Rd × Rd −→ R, of two vectors a, b ∈ Rd , is an isotropic
function of a, b, then g( a, b) = g(Qa, Qb), for any orthogonal matrix Q ∈ R(d×d)
[Truesdell et al., 2004; Wang, 1969]. We recall that a scalar valued function g(·, ·) of two
vectors a, b is an isotropic function then its set of invariants with respect to Q is
ΥQ = { a · a, b · b, a · b},
where “·” is the inner product. Then, the isotropic function of two vectors, g( a, b), admits
the representation
g(ΥQ ) ≡ a · a, b · b, a · b),
[Truesdell et al., 2004; Liu, 2002]. For the state space pdf f ( X, V ) where:
1. X, V ∈ R3 ;
2. X · V = 0 identically in the galactic state space S (with ( X1 , X2 , X3 , V1 , V2 , V3 ) ∈

S ),
it follows that if f ( X, V ) is an isotropic function of X, V then f ( X, V ) admits the representation
f (ΥQ ) ≡ f ( X · X, V · V , X · V ) = f ( X · X, V · V ) ≡ f (k X k, k V k),
for all Q ∈ R(3×3) such that Q T Q = QQ T = I3 , where I3 is the 3 × 3 identity matrix.
But the state space pdf f ( X, V ) can be expressed as
f ( X, V ) = f (e( X, V ), I2 ( X, V ), I3 ( X, V ), I4 ( X, V ), I5 ( X, V )),
as stated in Equation 2.10, where the only integral of motion that admits X and V dependence via k X k and k V k respectively, is the energy function defined in statement of
Theorem 2.2.1. Thus, f ( X, V ) being an isotropic function of X, V implies that the only
integral of motion that f depends on, is the energy e( X, V ). It follows that
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f ( X, V ) = f (e( X, V )) = f (e(k X k, k V k)) ≡ f

(k V k)2
Φ(k X k) +
2


.

The set of invariants of f ( X, V ) with respect to any orthogonal transformation Q ∈ R(3×3)
is then

{ X · X, V · V } ≡ { X · X, V · V , X · V },
since X · V = 0. But a function of two vectors X, V ∈ R3 that admits the set of invariants { X · X, V · V , X · V } is an isotropic function of X, V . Thus f ( X, V ) is an isotropic
function of the two vectors X and V .
Definition 8. Under the assumption of an isotropic state space, our state space pdf is
written as
f (e(k X k, k V k)),

(2.11)

f (k X k, k V k).

(2.12)

or more generally as

We are now getting a lot closer to our goal, which is to embed the unknown model
behaviour function ρ( X1 , X2 , X2 ) into the support of the state space pdf f (·). Indeed, now
that f (·) is expressed as a function of energy, we have access to ρ( X1 , X2 , X3 ) through a
fundamental equation in potential theory: the Poisson Equation. Let us recall how this link
appears. The energy per unit mass of a galactic particle is
e(k X k, k V k) = Φ(k X k) +

k V k2
,
2

(2.13)

where the first term of the RHS is the potential, i.e. the potential energy per unit mass, and
the second term is the kinetic energy per unit mass of the galactic particle. The potential is a
function
of the Euclidean norm k · k of X only – which we refer to as R, i.e. R :=k X k=
q
X12 + X22 + X32 – since we assume the galaxy to be a Hamiltonian system in which there
is no dissipation of energy, i.e. the potential is independent of velocity [Goldstein et al.,
2002].
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Definition 9. The Poisson Equation in the context of gravitation states that

∇2 Φ( R) = −4πGρ( R),

(2.14)

where G is Newton’s Universal constant: G ≈ 6.6742 × 10−11 m3 .kg−1 .s−2 [Li et al.,
2018]. Then the state space pdf as a function of the unknown ρ( R), is such that

f ( R, V ) ≡ f (e( R, V )) ≡ f

with V :=k V k=

q

V2
ρ ( R ),
2


,

(2.15)

V12 + V22 + V32 .

However, let us remind ourselves that we do not have training data, necessary to learn
ρ( R) as a continuous function. Thus, we will proceed as motivated in Section 1.1.4, by
the discretised version of ρ(·), into the NR -dimensional vector ρ = (ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR ) T . In the
same fashion, we also need to discretise the state space pdf f (·) by discretising its support,
that is, the interval of values that e(·, ·) lives in (see Section 1.1.4 for motivation). Then
f (e) is discretised into an NE -dimensional vector f = ( f 1 , . . . , f NE ) T . In our last two
steps, we expressed the state space pdf f (·) as a function of energy only, in order to embed
ρ(·), and discretised both f (·) and ρ(·) into vectors f and ρ respectively. Here f 1 , . . . , f NE
are such that the Riemann sum representation of the integral of f (e) over all e is unity.
Thanks to this, we can now rewrite our projected state space pdf ν(.) as
ν(y

(k)

, ρ) =

Z Z Z

f (e(r, v))dx3 dv1 dv2

X3 V1 V2
NE

≡

∑

(2.16)

(k)


Z Z Z

l =1 X V V
3 1 2

(k)
f l dx3 dv1 dv2 

.
l

Let us observe that in the l th energy bin, the state space pdf f l is constant. We can thus take
this term out of the integral giving us this final expression of ν(·) as

ν(y(k) , ρ, f ) =

NE

∑ fl

l =1

(k)


(k) 

Z Z Z

X3 V1 V2
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dx3 dv1 dv2 

.
l

(2.17)

In words, the projected state space pdf is given as the sum over the NE energy bins of the
constant value of the state space pdf of the corresponding energy bin, multiplied by the
integral of the unobservables whose limits depend on each e-bin. Details on the derivation
of those limits are available in Section 2.7.

2.3

Computation of the Log-likelihood: Summary

Let us summarise how to compute the projected state space density ν(·) that is the projection of the pdf f ( X1 , X2 , X3 , V1 , V2 , V3 ) of the state space vector ( X1 , X2 , X3 , V1 , V2 , V3 ) T ∈

S , onto the space of the observable vector Y = ( X1 , X2 , V3 )T ∈ Y . This projection is
equivalent to a mapping from S to Y and is given by integrating out the unobservable state
space coordinates from the pdf f (·) of the state space vector:
ν(y

(k)

; ρ, f ) =

Z Z Z



(k) (k)
(k)
f e( x1 , x2 , x3 , v1 , v2 , v3 ) dx3 dv1 dv2

X3 V1 V2


NE

=

∑

j =1



fj 


(j
)
x3 max
Z

(j

)

(j
)
v1 max
Z

(j

(j
)
v2Zmax

(j

x3 min v min) v2 min
1

)




dx3 dv1 dv2  ,


(2.18)

for the kth value of the observables, and the jth e-bin, where we recall that the assumption
of an isotropic state space, i.e. an isotropic dependence of pdf f ( X1 , X2 , X3 , V1 , V2 , V3 )
on the location vector X = ( X1 , X2 , X3 ) T and velocity vector V = (V1 , V2 , V3 ) T , implies
that the pdf is dependent on the state space coordinates via k X k, and k V k. This
allows us to express the pdf alternatively as a function of energy: e := Φ(k X k) +

kV k2
2 .

Equation 2.18 is valid ∀ j = 1, . . . , NE ; k = 1, . . . , Ndata . Without considering the error
function for now, the normalised likelihood is expressed as
Ndata



` ρ,

N
f |{y(k) }k=data
1



∏ ν(y(k) ; ρ, f )

= R R R

k =1

ν( x1 , x2 , v3 ; ρ, f )dx1 dx2 dv3

X1 X2 V3

At each iteration, the normalising factor is computed anew.
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.

(2.19)

2.4
2.4.1

Partitioning the Range of Radial and Energy Values
Motivations

When training data {(αi , β i )}i is absent, it is fundamentally not possible to learn the functional relationship ξ : R −→ R, between the random variables α, β ∈ R, (such that
β = ξ (α)). However, it may be possible to learn β at a given value a of α; it is such a
paradigm that I pursue in this thesis.
I cannot learn the function ρ : R ⊆ R≥0 −→ R≥0 , as I do not have the training data

{(ri , ρi )} available; here R :=k X k∈ R . Similarly, I cannot learn the pdf f : E ⊆
R<0 −→ R≥0 , as there is no training data {(ei , f i )} that is available (where e ∈ E ).
However, I am advancing a methodology that allows for the learning of f (·) at a given
value of e, and of ρ(·) at a given value of R. To implement this learning of the f (·) and
ρ(·) values at given values of their domain variables, I partition the range of values of R
and e into NR number of radial bins (or “R-bins”), and NE number of energy bins (or
“e-bins”). Then the value of the function ρ(·) or f (·), over the ith R-bin or the jth e-bin
respectively, is learnt using the methodology that I advance.
Thus, the function ρ(·) is approximated by the ordered sequence of its values
q learnt
at the corresponding R-bins. These R-bins then cover the range of values of X12 + X22
in the given data on X1 and X2 , supplemented by the assumption of sphericity in R that
the model assumption of an isotropic state space S reduces to, in the sub-volume R ⊂ S
where
q the state space is S . Thus, the minimal value r0 of R is given by the minimal value
of X12 + X22 noted in the data, and likewise for the maximal value rmax of R. Here the
gravitational potential Φ( R) is a known (Poisson Equation, Equation 2.14) deterministic
function of ρ( R) (computation discussed below in Section 2.5). In this galactic context,
Φ( R) < 0 for all particles that are in the galaxy (i.e. bound to the galaxy), at all values of
R. The gravitational attraction felt by the particles increases with proximity to the centre
of the galaxy, since gravity is an attractive force. Then the particles at R = 0 are most
strongly bound to the galaxy, compared to particles at R > 0. In other words, the value of
the potential energy Φ(·) (per unit gravitational mass), of the particles at R = 0 is more
negative, than particles at R > 0. The minimal, or most negative value of energy e that can
then be acquired by any particle in the galaxy, is Φ(0).
Again, the function f (·) is approximated by the sequence of its values learnt at the
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sequence of e-bins that cover the range of values of e := Φ( R) +

V12 +V22 +V32
2

in the given

data on X1 , X2 , V3 . The negative-definite potential energy of bound galactic particles is
in the [Φ(0), 0) interval. Then by adding a non-negative kinetic energy to this potential
energy, the total energy cannot fall below Φ(0), i.e. the minimal value of e is Φ(0). By
adding a non-negative kinetic energy to this potential energy, the total energy can exceed 0,
but such positively-energised particles are not bound to the gravitational system that is the
galaxy. In other words, for all particles that are in the galaxy, the maximal value of e is 0.
One can see that the computation of the gravitational potential depends on the gravitational density ρ. This means that every time a new ρ is proposed at an iteration of the
MCMC algorithm, the value of the potential is going to change as well, and so will our
energy. Going back to our binning considerations, we now see that the lower bound Φ(0)
will see its value changed whenever a new ρ is proposed. In order to keep the range of the
energy values invariant to changes in ρ, we normalise all energy and potential energy by the
current -Φ(0). By doing so, our energy range is changed from [Φ(0), 0) to [−1, 0). So for
each iteration, all the normalised energy values will lie in [−1, 0). Using this new range,
a galactic particle with a normalised energy close to −1, will be very tightly bound, while
one such particle with a normalised energy close to 0 will be very loosely bound, meaning
that it is more likely to be freed from the gravitational pull of the system than a particle
with normalised energy close to −1. The discretisation is carried out over this normalised
energy range and the state space pdf is a constant over each such bin.
Definition 10. Let the data suggest R = r ∈ [r0 , rmax ].

[r0 , rmax ] is partitioned uniformly into NR partitions of width δR ≥ 0 each, such that the
ith radial partition (or R-bin) comprises the interval [ri−1 , ri ), with
ri := r0 + δR i,
where
δR : =

rmax − r0
.
NR

At r ∈ [ri−1 , ri ), ρ(·) takes value ρi ; i = 1, . . . , NR . Let ρ ∈ R NR be: ρ := (ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR ) T .
As suggested above, the gravitational mass density function ρ( R) maps the space of the
variable R ∈ R≥0 to R≥0 . This implies that ρi ≥ 0, ∀i = 1, . . . , NR . Also, as suggested in
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Section 1.2.3, the galaxy modelled as composed of concentric layers of mass implies that
the inner layers will have more mass accumulated per unit volume than in the outer layers,
owing to the attractive force of gravity that operates towards the centre of the galaxy. Thus,
it is likely that the gravitational mass density does not increase with increasing radius R.
Then, this monotonicity implies that ρi ≥ ρi/ , ∀i/ > i; i, i/ = 1, . . . , NR .
Definition 11. The energy of a galactic particle that is part of a considered galaxy has a
value falling in the e ∈ [Φ(0), 0) interval. For a given ρ( R), a unique Φ( R) is computed,
using the Poisson Equation (computation of Φ(·) discussed in Section 2.5). For a given
ρ( R), normalise e by -Φ(0). Then the normalised energy lies in the [−1, 0) interval. The
interval [−1, 0) is partitioned uniformly into NE partitions of width δe ≥ 0 each, such that
the jth energy partition (or e-bin) comprises the interval [e j−1 , e j ), with
e j := −1 + δe j,
where
δe :=

0+1
,
NE

such that δe > 0. At e ∈ [e j−1 , e j ), f (·) takes value f j ;j = 1, . . . , NE . Let f ∈ R NE be
f := ( f 1 , . . . , f NE ) T .
As the state space pdf is non-negative, f j ≥ 0 ∀ j = 1, . . . , NE . Again, for f (e) to be a
R
pdf, f (e)de = 1. The Riemann Sum representation of this integral over all energy values
is

1
1
f 1 δe + f 2 δe + . . . + f NE −1 δe + f NE δe = 1.
2
2

I thus impose the constraint that the state space pdf integrated over all energies is unity,
by learning only f 2 , . . . , f NE , and computing f 1 from the equation above. Such a value of
f 1 implies that f 1 ≈ 0 typically. This is compatible with the physical requirement that
the probability of particles in the first energy-bin, i.e. probability of particles that are least
gravitationally bound to the galaxy, is nearly zero. Later when presenting results, I refer
to the learnt pdf parameters to be only f 2 , . . . , f NE . These constraints of non-negativity on
all parameters, monotonicity on the ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR parameters, and the constraint that area
under the pdf is unity, are physically demanded constraints that need to be obeyed in our
learning, without uncertainty. We will see how these constraints are implemented through
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the proposal structure of the inference scheme.
Instead of the functions f (·) and ρ(·), it is the NE -dimensional vector f and NR dimensional vector ρ that I will learn, given an observed dataset. Then the sought vectors ρ and f represent the discretised versions of the originally sought functions ρ( R) and
f (e) respectively. On this matter, it is of interest to consider a non-uniform binning such
that smaller bins (leading to a better approximation) are attributed where available data is
numerous, and wider bins where the data is more sparse (keeping in mind that we need
at least one data point per bin). I currently use a uniform binning but am considering implementation of a binning better fitted to the data. In the following subsections 2.4.2 and
2.4.3, I clarify how the data drives the choices of the widths of the partitions (or bins) of
the (empirically-) relevant ranges of R and e.
2.4.1.1

Alternatives to discretisation

An alternative to the discretisation of the state space pdf could be to expand f (·) in a
chosen parametric basis. I will explain why this is not an option I have chosen to explore.
The problem here is that there is no training data {ei , f (ei )}iN=E1 that is accessible to allow
for the learning/estimation of the state space pdf – that is rendered a function of energy e
by virtue of its temporal evolution, i.e. by virtue of the Collisionless Boltzmann Equation.
Thus we express this pdf as f (e). There is no data that a functional form can be fit to –
irrespective of the parametric fitting technique used, (such as fitting with wavelets, splines,
etc), or for that matter, learning the function as a random realisation from a GP.
It may be perceived that if f (e) can be learnt across the relevant range of values of
e, as f 1 , . . . , f NE , for e ∈ [e j−1 , e j ) – as I do in this thesis – then we could alternatively
Nk

express the function as f (e) = ∑ ck ψk (e), for some constants c1 , . . . , c Nk that we will
k =1

need to learn, and for some chosen functions ψ1 (·), . . . , ψNk (·), for an unknown Nk , with
some constraint placed on the unknown coefficients to ensure that the area under the pdf is
1. There are four insurmountable shortcomings in such a parametric expansion of f (e):
1. What do we gain? As in my approach in which I learn f 1 , . . . , f NE , in this parametric
expansion of the state space pdf I alternatively learn c1 , . . . , c Nk , for a chosen Nk .
How to then decide on the value of Nk ? Trying to learn it from the data implies
that I will need to change the dimension of the state space that I sample from using
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MCMC, and I would prefer not to use reversible-jump MCMC. My current method
allows me to use the number of energy bins, NE , given the data (please see Section
2.4.1).
2. Also, if I resort to expand f (e) in a parametric basis, I would have to impose an
arbitrariness to the sought state space pdf, as this approach is likely to impose some
smoothness on the learnt pdf. Such smoothness is however what I dearly want to
avoid since the galactic state space densities can locally depart from monotonicity as
well as smoothness. In fact, I have no knowledge of how the pdf of a newly observed
galaxy is going to turn out, and I very much want to avoid making assumptions about
this. Indeed, the overall form (a Gamma-like shape) of the state space pdf that I learn
for galaxy NGC4494, is different from some of the theoretically inspired forms of
this density; I point this out as one of the highlights of my research (see Section
3.4.1).
3. The choice of the ψk (e) functions will be arbitrary as well. There is no reason why a
polynomial expansion for f (e) should be deemed better than an expansion in terms
of a special function, for example. I have no prior knowledge about what the shape
of a “new” galaxy is.
4. Learning the unknowns c1 , . . . , c Nk under an arbitrarily chosen form of ψk (·), where
R
c1 , . . . , c Nk abide by the constraint that f (e/ )de/ = 1 is very difficult to ime/

plement within an MCMC scheme. Imposing such a constraint on the learning
of the c1 , . . . , c Nk via the proposal density is firstly difficult, and multiple solutions can emerge for the f 1 , . . . , f NE values, depending on the exact implementation
of the constraint. For instance, if the f j parameters summing to 1 is interpreted
NE −1

as f NE := 1 − ∑ f j , then I will have one state space density (and therefore
j =1

the embedded gravitational mass density) that will be physically distinguishable if
f q := 1 −

NE

∑

j=1;j6=q

f j , for q = 1, . . . , NE − 1. My method does not need to worry

about such implementation; I only worry about imposing the physically motivated
constraint that each f j ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . , NE , and impose this by proposing f j from a
truncated Normal that is left truncated at 0.
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Figure 2.1: Left: Plot of a random sample (size 100) of V3 against R p coordinates. Right:
Histogram of the R p coordinates from the same random sample. The scarcity of data after
≈ 32 kpc could motivate removing the more distant data points in order to have a R-bin
width as small as possible (i.e as many R-bins as possible) without having empty R-bins.

2.4.2

Data-driven radial partitioning

The radial partitioning is undertaken while ensuring that each R-bin informs on the learning of ρ. In other words, the binning is motivated for each R-bin to contain at least one
data point, where the range of possible R values are in the [r0 , rmax ) interval. Having the
ith partition (for all i in {1, . . . , NR }) with no data points in it, implies that the learning
of ρi is not data-driven. This is a situation that I wish to avoid since the approximation of
the originally sought ρ(·) by its discretised (vector) version should be fundamentally datadriven. Indeed, having a single (the ith ) component of ρ not driven by the data is a bigger
problem than the learning of an isolated component ρi of vector ρ, since (as we will see in
Section 2.10.1), the constraint of monotonic non-increase is imposed on the components of
ρ; thus, ρi−1 ≥ ρi ≥ ρi+1 , implying that error in learning ρi will affect other bins as well.
Also, the R-binning must be such that we induce the least error in the learning when
approximating ρ( R) with its discretised version ρ. This is ensured by minimising the
(constant) width of the R-bins. This accompanied by the stated desire that each R-bin
contains at least one data point, implies a compromise that is to be made between the
maximum number of bins that I can work with, and this ”at least one data point in each Rbin” condition. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1, which shows a randomly generated dataset.
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Figure 2.2: Distribution of the energy of our galactic particles for two different ρ. (Left).
All the bins (delimited by vertical red lines) contain at least one data point. (Right). The
values of ρ have been increased. The bin to the right (between −0.4 and −0.2 now does
not contain any data points.
The data points with an R p value above approximately 32 kpc might better be discarded,
otherwise we will be forced to increase the width of the bins for each bin to contain at least
one data point.

2.4.3

Data-driven energy partitioning

Again, when deciding on the number of e-bins, we need to remember that each of them
has to contain at least one data point to ensure that every component of f is learnt from the
data. Unfortunately, ensuring that this is the case is not as straightforward as it was for the
R-binning. This owes to the fact that the partitioning of the range of values that energy e
takes, is determined by the form of ρ( R), i.e. the vector ρ in our discretised paradigm.
This dependence on ρ is illustrated in Figure 2.2, showing the distribution of the energy
of our galactic particles for two different ρ vectors. In the first case (left plot), all the
bins (delimited by vertical red lines) contain at least one data point. However when the
values of ρ are increased, the energy value of our galactic particles are dragged toward
the minimum energy possible in the system. In other words, when the gravitational mass
density increases, the galactic particles are indeed more tightly bound to the system. The
number of e-bins is originally chosen arbitrarily, but once we have learnt ρ in a preliminary
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chain, the initial binning of the energy range is confirmed or updated by verifying whether
each e-bin (post-run) contains at least one data point.

2.5

Computation of the Potential

As mentioned in Section 2.2, a fundamental model assumption is that the galaxy state space
is isotropic. Then, the potential (and density) at a given point depends only on its radial
distance to the galactic centre, and not on its angular separation from a fiduciary axis, i.e
the magnitude of the particle location vector R =k ( X1 , X2 , X3 ) T k is the only relevant
information.
Now, potential theory [Binney and Tremaine, 1987; Goldstein et al., 2002] tells us
that at radial distance R from the centre of a spherical, gravitationally-bound system, the
gravitational potential is given by

Φ( R) = −4πG 

1
R

Zx

dx 0 x 02 ρ( x 0 ) +

Z∞


dx 0 x 0 ρ( x 0 ) .

(2.20)

x

0

Since ρ is discrete, this expression of the potential Φ( R) needs to be discretised as well.
When computing Φ(·) at R = r, we need to take care of the following cases: r < r0 ,
r0 < r < rmax , and r > rmax .
Let the R-bin that r lies in, be the mth R-bin; m ∈ {1, . . . , NR }. Then m :=



r −r0 
+
δ

1, where we recall that as no data is available below r0 , we assume that the distribution of
gravitating matter that sets up the potential is left-censored at r0 . In other words, ρ(·) = 0
for r < r0 . Then for this discretised matter density, contribution from matter interior to the
test point that is chosen to be at R = r from the galactic centre is:
m −1

∑

q =1

ρq
r

"

#
"
#
(r0 + qδNR )3 − (r0 + (q − 1)δNR )3
ρm r3 − (r0 + (m − 1)δNR )3
+
.
3
r
3
(2.21)

The first term of this internal contribution comes from all the shells (of width δNR each), inth
terior to the mth R-bin. The second term comes from the contribution
R of the m R-bin that

1
r
0
2
0
0
r lies in. In integral form, this contribution would be written as r
r0 + (m − 1)δNR r ρ(r )dr

of which the discretised form is given above in Equation 2.21.
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Similarly, the contribution from matter exterior to the test point at distance r from the
system centre is given by
"

Nr

∑

ρq

q = m +1

#
i
(r0 + qδNR )2 − (r0 + (q − 1)δNR )2
ρm h
2
(r0 + mδNR ) − r .
+
2
2

(2.22)

Now for computational purposes, we need to write the contribution from the mth bin by
itself, which is simply the sum of the second terms from the internal and external contribution expressions. Adding those two terms, this contribution is thus
#
i
r3 − (r0 + (m − 1)δNR )3
ρm h
+
(r0 + mδNR ) − r2
3
2

 2
r
1
1
3
2
= ρm − − (r0 + (m − 1) ∗ δNR ) + (r0 + mδNR ) .
6
3r
2
ρm
r

"

(2.23)

Then, for a point located between the centre of the system and r0 , we assume that its
potential is due to the gravitating matter of all the R-bins, i.e. external contributions only.
Similarly, for a point located outside of our system at r > rmax , Φ(r ) is the sum of all the
R-bins, i.e. internal contributions only. For more clarity, let us sum up the forms of our
discretised potential depending on where our particle is (up to a constant equal to −4πG):
If r < r0
If r0 < r < rmax

If r > rmax

"

#
(r0 + qδNR )2 − (r0 + (q − 1)δNR )2
Φ (r ) ∝ ∑ ρ q
;
2
q =1
"
#
m −1 ρ
3 − (r + ( q − 1) δ )3
(
r
+
qδ
)
q
0
0
NR
NR
Φ (r ) ∝ ∑
r
3
q =1
 2

1
1
r
3
2
+ ρm − − (r0 + (m − 1) ∗ δNR ) + (r0 + mδNR )
6
3r
2
(2.24)
"
#
Nr
(r0 + qδNR )2 − (r0 + (q − 1)δNR )2
+ ∑ ρq
;
2
q = m +1
"
#
Nr ρ
3
3
q (r0 + qδNR ) − (r0 + ( q − 1) δNR )
Φ (r ) ∝ ∑
.
r
3
q =1
NR

A plot of the implemented potential is shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Potential as implemented in Section 2.5 for values of R in [0, 50] and an arbitrary monotonic ρ vector.

2.6

Convolution of the Error Density

In the application of the method that we will discuss in Chapter 3, the measurements uncertainties for the spatial data are deemed negligible. However, the measurements in V3 are
subject to large enough errors that need to be taken into account. Let eV3 ∈ R be the error
(0)

on the observable V3 . Therefore its value for an observed value v3 of V3 is ev3 := v3 − v3 ,
(0)

where v3 is the centroid of the error bar on the observations on V3 . I choose to model the
(0)

(0)

2 ), i.e.
density of this error variable h(v3 − v3 ; δV3 ) as N (v3 , δV
3



h(ev3 ; δv3 ) = √

1
2πδv3

−
exp 




(0) 2
v3 − v3


2
2(δv3 )


(2.25)

Convolution is used widely across scientific disciplines, such as artificial intelligence (in
convolutional neural networks for image processing), helping in tasks such as de-noising
[Isogawa et al., 2017], edge detection [Mutneja, 2015], real-time vision processing [Fiack et al., 2015], low-light microscopy [Rasnik et al., 2007], and many other applications
[Aguilar-González et al., 2019]. In our application, we wish to inform our learning by the
astronomers’ knowledge of the uncertainty in the measurement of the V3 coordinate. We do
so by convolving the error density with the projected state space pdf that we have derived
in Equation 2.18 in Section 2.3.
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Now I discuss the convolution of the projected state space density, computed at the kth
datum in the observed dataset, with the density of the error variable on the kth value of V3 .
Thus here, the kth measurement of V3 is the random variable, and the centroid of the error
(k)

(k)

bar observed on V3 is at v3 ; then the error variable is v3 − v3 . Let the density of this
(k)

error in the observation of the kth realisation of V3 be parametrised by the variance (δv3 )2 .
Then, the error-corrected value of the projected state space pdf, computed at the kth datum
in the dataset observed by astronomers in which the error-bereft value of V3 is reported, is
given by the convolution of the projected state space density computed at this kth datum
with the error density in V3 , as:

√

−2Φ(0)

Z
τ / =−

√

(k)

(k)

(k)

(k)

ν( x1 , x2 , v3 + τ / ; ρ, f )h(τ / ; δv3 )dτ / .

−2Φ(0)

Let us next transform the dummy variable τ / that represents the error in the kth observation
(k)

of V3 , to the error-included value τ of the kth realisation of V3 using τ = τ / + v3 .
p
p
p
(k)
Then, when τ / = − −2Φ(0), τ = − −2Φ(0) + v3 ; when τ / =
−2Φ(0),
p
(k)
(k)
(k) (k)
τ = −2Φ(0) + v3 ; dτ ≡ dτ / at the given k. Also, h(τ / ; δv3 ) = h(τ − v3 ; δv3 ) ≡
(k)

(k)

h(v3 − τ; δv3 ). Then, the error convolved projected density, computed at the error-bereft
(k)

v3 that is given in the data recorded by astronomers with the associated error of measure(k)

ment δv3 for the kth datum, is simplified to

√

(k)

−2Φ(0)+v3

Z

τ =−

√

(k)

(k)

(k)

(k)

−2Φ(0)+v3

(k)

v3 +

=

(k)

ν( x1 , x2 , τ; ρ, f )h(v3 − τ; δv3 )dτ

(k) (k) (k)
ν( x1 , x2 , v3 ; ρ,

√

f)
(k)

τ = v3 −

Z −2Φ(0)

√

(k)

−2Φ(0)

"
!
p
(k)
v
+
−
2Φ
(
0
)
1
(k) (k) (k)
3
= ν( x1 , x2 , v3 ; ρ, f ) erf
√ (k)
2
2δv3
!#
p
(k)
v3 − −2Φ(0)
−erf
,
√ (k)
2δv3
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(k)

h(v3 − τ, δv3 )dτ

(2.26)

√
where er f ( x ) = 2 ∗ φ( 2x ) − 1 is the error function, with φ( x ) =

√1
2π

the normal cumulative distribution function.

2.7

Rx
−∞

t2

e− 2 dt being

Limits of the Unobservables

We recall the likelihood of the (discretised version of the originally) sought unknowns,
N

namely the vectors ρ and f , given the data {y(k) }k=data
1 comprising Ndata number of measurements of the observable vector Y = ( X1 , X2 , V3 ) T . It is given as:


=
` ρ, f |{y(k) }kN=data
1

Ndata

∏ ν(y(k) , ρ, f ) ∗ h(v3

(k)

(k)

, δv3 ),

(2.27)

k =1

under the assumption that the observations are iid. Here the density of the errors in the
2 ), and “*” represents conmeasurement of V3 is h(V3 , δV3 ) which is modelled as N (0, δV
3

volution.
Letting aside the errors in the measurement for now, let us first focus on the probability density function ν(·) of the projected state space vector Y = ( X1 , X2 , V3 ) T ∈

Y ⊆ R3 . Here ν : Y −→ R≥0 is the projection of the pdf of the state space vector
( X1 , X2 , X3 V1 , V2 , V3 )T ∈ S , onto
Y , where this pdf is modelled
qthe space of observables,


as a function of energy e := Φ

X12 + X22 + X32 +

V12 +V22 +V32
.
2

This projection is then

equivalent to the marginalisation of the pdf of the state space vector, over the unobservable
variables X3 , V1 , V2 :
ν(y

(k)

) =

Z Z Z



(k)
(k)
f e( x1 ,(k) , x2 , x3 , v1 , v2 , v3 ) dv1 dv2 dx3

X3 V1 V2


NE

=

∑ f j 

j =1



(j

)

(j

)

(j

x3 max v1 max v2 max
Z
Z
Z
(j

)

(j

)

(j

x3 min v1 min v2 min

)

)

k

dv1 dv2 dx3 
 ,

(2.28)

j

where ·( jmin ) and ·( jmax ) represent the minimum and maximum values that the variable takes
inside the jth e-bin, with us recalling that in my work, the function f (e) is approximated
by its discretised version, namely the f vector.
In words, for the kth data point, the projected state space pdf is given as the sum over
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all the energy bins, of the value of the state space pdf over the given e-bin, multiplied by
the volume that the unobserved variables take up in that e-bin. Therefore for a given data
point, we need to compute the limits of the unobservables within each such e-bin.
Theorem 2.7.1. The minimal and maximal absolute values that the random variable X3
(k)

(k)

(k)

takes within the jth e-bin, for the kth data point ( x1 , x2 , v3 ) are 0 and the root of
equation:
Φ

q

(k)
( x1 )2

(k)
+ ( x2 )2

+

x32

(k)



+

( v3 )2
− e j = 0,
2

(2.29)

∀ j = 1, . . . , NE ; k = 1, . . . , Ndata .
Proof. The assumed isotropy of the galactic state space implies that the pdf of the state
space vector ( X1 , X2 , X3 , V1 , V2 , V3 ) T has the form f (k X k, k V k), where
L2 norm of X = ( X1 , X2 , X3 ) T is R :=k X k=
T

L2 norm of V = (V1 , V2 , V3 ) is V :=k V k=

q

q

X12 + X22 + X32 ,

V12 + V22 + V32 .

(k)

Then for V3 = v3 , the velocity dependence of the state space pdf is via
Vµ :=

q

V12 + V22 .

Thus, it is the Euclidean norm k (V1 , V2 ) T k≡ Vµ that is relevant in this integral. Given
this, we state
Z
V1

dv1

Z

dv2 = 2π

V2

Z

vµ dvµ .

Vµ

Now, from the definition of energy e := Φ( R) +

V2
2 ,

where V 2 = V32 + (V12 + V22 ) =

V32 + Vµ2 :
Vµ2
2

V2
= e − Φ( R) − 3
2
q

V2
2
2
2
≡ e−Φ
X1 + X2 + X3 − 3 .
2
(2.30)
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(k)

(k)

(k)

So for e = e j , and the kth value of the observable vector yk = ( x1 , x2 , v3 ) T ,
Z
X3

dx3

Z
V1

dv1

Z

dv2 = 2π

V2

Z

dx3

vµ dvµ

vµ

X3

= 2π

Z

Z v2
µ

dx3
2
X3
"
#
q

(k) 2
Z
(
v
)
ej − Φ
= 2π
( x12 )(k) + ( x22 )(k) + x32 − 3
dx3 .
2
X3

(2.31)
In the jth e-bin, e = e ∈ [e j−1 , e j ), thus | X3 | = | x3 | ∈ [0,

q

e j − Φ( R) −

V32
2 ],

so that

the integral over X3 will be multiplied by 2, where X3 represents the location of a galactic
particle along the line of sight. From Equation 2.30, for observed X1 , X2 , V3 inside the jth
e-bin, the maximum value of X3 occurs when e is at most e j , for vµ = 0. Then the root of
Φ

q

(k)
( x1 )2

(k)
+ ( x2 )2

+

x32



(k)

( v3 )2
+
− ej = 0
2

(2.32)

gives the upper limit for | x3 | in the jth e-bin, at the kth data point. The minimum | x3 | in
any e-bin is 0 as X3 is symmetric about X3 = 0.

2.8

Computation of the Normalisation Factor

Unlike in most Bayesian problems in which inference is MCMC-based, in this problem,
the normalisation of the likelihood is dependent on the pursued unknowns, namely on the
components of the ρ and f vectors that we aim to learn given the data. This factor is itself
the ρ-parameters and f -parameters dependent normalisation of the projected state space
pdf, while the remaining factor of the normalisation of the posterior, namely the marginal
density of the data, cancels within the acceptance ratio of the Metropolis-within-Gibbs
based inference. Thus, as we update ρ and f from one iteration to the next within the
MCMC-based inference, the denominator of the likelihood changes from one iteration to
the next, and therefore does not cancel out in the computation of the acceptance ratio. It is
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noted that
Z

f (e)de = 1 ; projected state space density normalises to 1.

Thus, computation of this normalisation is undertaken at every iteration.
Definition 12. The normalisation of the projected state space pdf, is defined by integrating
ν(·), given a ρ and a f , over all possible values of the observables X1 , X2 , V3 . Thus, the
normalisation is
Z Z Z

ν( x1 , x2 , v3 )dx1 dx2 dv3

(2.33)

X1 X2 V3

To compute this normalisation, we recall that isotropic dependence of the state space
pdf on location and velocity vectors would
q imply that this pdf depends on the location
coordinates X1 , X2 , X3 , only via R :=
X12 + X22 + X32 . Therefore at a given X3 , the
isotropic dependence of the state
q space pdf on X1 and X2 is implied, i.e. dependence on
R p is implied, where R p := X12 + X22 . Thus, in light of the assumption of an isotropic
R
R R
dX1 dX2 as 2π R p dR p using dX1 dX2 = R p dR p dθ.
state space pdf, we rewrite
Rp

X1 X2

The possible values for R p are defined earlier to lie in the interval [r0 , rmax ], given by the
2

data on the observed X1 and X2 . Now recalling that energy e( R, V ) = Φ( R) + V2 , where
q
V = V12 + V22 + V32 , and that the range of values of e is [Φ(0), 0], we find the minimal
v3min or maximal v3max value of V3 , at a given r p , as:

and

v23
Φ(0) = Φ(r p ) + min ,
2
q
v3min = ± 2[Φ(0) − Φ(r p )],

(2.34)

v23
0 = Φ(r p ) + max ,
2
q
v3max = ± −2Φ(r p ).

(2.35)

But Φ(0) < 0, i.e. 2[Φ(0) − Φ(r p )] < −2Φ(r p ), since −Φ(r p ) is positive ∀ R p of
particles observed in the galaxy, i.e. of particles that are bound to the galaxy. Then all the
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possible values of V3 live in
q
i
h q
− −2Φ(r p ), −2Φ(r p ) .

(2.36)

Finally, the normalising integral is

√
2π

rZmax

r p dr p

r0

−2Φ(r p )

Z

[2ν(r p , v3 ; ρ, f )]dv3 ,

(2.37)

0

using symmetry of the V3 -dependence of the isotropic pdf. This integral is numerically
computed at every choice of the ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR and the f 1 , . . . , f NE parameters, i.e. at every
iteration as the sought parameters are updated in each iteration. I undertake this numerical
integration using the Trapezoidal Quadrature algorithm that is embedded within R.

2.9

Priors

I typically use wide Gaussian priors – that are non-informative but not improper – on all
the unknowns; sometimes I also use uniform priors over finite intervals. Working with a
Dirichlet prior could be part of future research. The mean of these Gaussian priors are typically selected to be the seed values of the parameter, while the prior density variances are
fixed upon experimentation. I have to resort to non-informative priors when information
on the sought parameters is unavailable. Using MCMC chains that display convergence, I
choose priors for subsequent chains, with the priors centred at modal values of the parameters, as learnt from the previous chain. These modal values also serve as the seeds for the
subsequent chains. A Truncated Normal prior would have been a better choice given that
the support of the ρ and f parameters is positive. Due to the limitations of my prior choice,
the constraints are not imposed and the chains are reducible. In a future publication, I will
examine the Truncated Normal prior on the sought ρ and f parameters.

2.10

Proposal Densities

I use two different proposals, with the same goal in mind to impose monotonicity and
positivity on the ρ parameters, and positivity on the f parameters.
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2.10.1

Constraints of monotonicity and positivity

It is clear that the gravitational mass density and the state space pdf have to be non-negative,
being densities. At the same time, we require that the gravitational mass density ρ( R) be
monotonically non-decreasing, such that ρi+1 ≤ ρi ∀i = 1, . . . , NR − 1. This is motivated
by the fact that isotropy-abiding gravitationally bound systems can be treated as composed
of one layer built over another, where the attractive nature of gravitation (directed towards
the galactic centre), suggests that the tightness of packaging of gravitating matter in a layer
is higher than that in the layer just above it.

2.10.2

Truncated Normal proposal via Rejection Sampling

In the Random Walk (RW) implementation of MCMC, the ratio of the proposal densities
given the current and proposed values of the parameters, is equal to 1 as per symmetry of the
normal density. I would have preferred to simplify my inference using Normal proposals,
but I am motivated to work with an algorithm that will help in the implementation of the
positivity and monotonicity constraints on the parameters I seek to learn, (see Algorithm 6
for proposing the ρ parameters). Such is possible by using a Truncated Normal proposal
instead. Then I need to incorporate the ratio of proposal densities given the current and
proposed values of the relevant parameters. The f parameters are updated in a similar
fashion as the ρ proposal, with a non-negativity condition only (i.e reject proposed values
that are non-positive).

2.10.3

A more efficient Truncated Normal proposal

I propose to use an exponential-based pdf Truncated Normal density [Robert, 1997] as
the proposal for all unknown parameters (ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR , f 1 , . . . , f NE ). The updating is thus
similar to a Random Walk, except that the proposal density here is not symmetric. We
define the set of the ρi parameters (i = 1, . . . , NR ) as the ρ block, and the set of the f j
parameters (with j = 1, . . . , NE ) as the f block. Since we are using a Metropolis-withinGibbs scheme, we will first update ρ (in the ρ block), and then conditional on this updated
ρ, f is updated. Updating ρ first makes sense since it is embedded into our state space pdf.
To update ρ, we keep in mind that the components of this vector need to respect a
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Algorithm 6 ρ proposed from a Truncated Normal distribution, with only constraintabiding samples accepted
for (j in NR to 1) do
if (j == NR ) then
• Generate a random variable minlast centred around the value from the previous
iteration, i.e from N (mean=previous ρ j value, sd = scl ∗ ρseeds ) where scl is usually
ranging from 0.001 to 0.1.
while (minlast < 0) do
• Generate another minlast until the condition (non-negativity) is met.
• Set ρ j = minlast
else
• Generate a random variable minlast centred around the value from the previous
iteration, i.e from N (mean=previous ρ j value, sd = scl ∗ ρseeds )
while (minlast < ρ j+1 ) do
• Generate another minlast until the condition (monotonicity) is met.
• Set ρ j = minlast
Algorithm 7 Updating ρ using a Truncated Normal density (rtnorm function from the R
package ”msm”).
for (i in NR to 1) do
if (i == NR ) then
(k)
( k −1)
ρi ∼ TN (mean = ρi
, var = σi2 , Left Truncated at 0)
else
(k)
( k −1)
(k)
ρi ∼ TN (mean = ρi
, var = σi2 , Left Truncated at ρi+1 )
monotonicity condition: ρi ≥ ρi+1 ∀i = 1, . . . , NR − 1. Given this physically motivated
monotonicity condition, we proposed the ρi parameters in any iteration, by starting with i =
NR , i.e. the ρ NR parameter. As there are no parameters at a radius higher than the location
for the R-bin at which the gravitational mass density is ρ NR , we simply impose positivity
on ρ NR , i.e. propose ρ NR in the kth iteration, from a Truncated Normal Density [Robert,
1997], the left truncation of which is 0, ∀k = 0, . . . , Niter . For i < NR , I propose ρi in the
kth iteration, from a Truncated Normal Density [Robert, 1997], the left truncation of which
is the ρi+1 , as updated in this iteration. The mean of each such Truncated Normal proposal
density is retained as the previous value of ρi in the k − 1th iteration, i = 1, . . . , NR , and
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the variance is experimentally chosen, i.e. the proposed ρi in kth iteration is
(k)

ρi

(k)

( k −1)

∼ TN (ρi+1 , σi2 , ρi

),

∀i = 1, . . . , NR−1 .

For i = NR ,
(k)

( k −1)

ρ NR ∼ TN (ρ NR

2
, σN
, 0).
R

The algorithm to update the ρ block is shown in Algorithm 7. This ”inward left truncation”
insures that the monotonicity condition on the elements of ρ is respected. Also, the variances σi2 are for now fixed values representing, for each ρi , a fraction of the initial ρi value
(i.e the seeds). Indeed, the fact that the scale between each ρi varies with several order of
magnitude motivates us to give a better suited variance to each of the ρi . The algorithm for
the f parameters is similar, except that the left truncation is done at 0 for all parameters.

2.11

Seeds

The seeds will be used as the first values of the unknown parameters, necessary to start off
a chain using my chosen MCMC algorithm. The order of magnitude of the seeds benefits
from being that of the true parameter values for a quicker convergence, but in absence
of such knowledge, I will just design seeds that answer the positivity and monotonicity
constraint for ρ, and positivity for f . The profiles of the seed values of the components of
ρ and f are shown in Figure 2.4. On the left and right panels of Figure 2.4, choices of ρi
and f j are depicted; i = 1, . . . , 28, j = 1, . . . , 9. The chosen model for ρi is
− 3
K 
2
2
10 + ri
,
ρi =
4π

(2.38)

where K is a constant equal to 2e11 (in the physical or astronomical units of mass of the
Sun or solar masses, represented by M ) and ri is the middle value of the ith R-bin. The
values of the seeds for the f parameters are: f j = 1 ∀ j = 1, . . . , NE .
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Figure 2.4: Left Initial values for the components of ρ. Right. Initial values for components of f . On the left, each filled circle represents a ρi , with i = 1, . . . , 28, and on the
right, f j , with j = 1, . . . , 9, respectively.

2.12

Posterior Sampling using Metropolis-within-Gibbs

I am interested in using Bayesian principles to learn two high-dimensional vectors, (ρ and
f ), where ρ is invoked to define the support of the function f (·), that f is a discretised
version of. Thus, Metropolis-within-Gibbs is the most relevant MCMC algorithm that I
can resort to [Geweke and Tanizaki, 2001]. I will implement inference using Metropoliswithin-Gibbs in which, within any iteration, the parameters ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR (that are the components of the ρ vector) are first updated as a single block, and then, within this same
iteration, the parameters f 1 , . . . , f NE (that are the components of the f vector) are updated,
given the updated ρ vector (see Algorithm 8). As motivated above, we perform this updating in this order because the gravitational mass density is called in to define the support of
the state space pdf.
I will then learn the marginal posterior probability density of each unknown, namely
(k)

(k)

(k)

N

the parameters ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR , f 1 , . . . , f NE , given the data {( x1 , x2 , v3 )}k=data
1 , and implement the learnt marginal of any parameter to compute the 95% Highest Probability Density
(HPD) credible regions on the parameter values [Gelman et al., 1995; Chen and Shao,
1999].
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Algorithm 8 Metropolis-within-Gibbs algorithm to update ρ, then f
Require: The algorithm requires predefined seeds
for (i in 1 to Niter ) do
. The following steps are done for each of the Niter iterations.
• Step to update ρ = (ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR )T
Compute the proposed ρ prop
Compute NewLL, the log-likelihood at ρ prop
. The log-likelihood at the current position is CurrentLL
Compute LogProp, the log of the proposal density ratio for ρ
Compute LogPriorRho, the log of the prior ratio for ρ
Compute the acceptance probability
α = min (NewLL − CurrentLL + LogProp + LogPriorRho, 1)
Get a sample u from U [0, 1]
if (log(u) < α) then
ρ is updated to ρ prop
else ρ is unchanged
• Step to update f = ( f 1 , . . . , f NE )T at the updated ρ prop
Compute the proposed f prop
Compute NewLL, the log-likelihood at f prop
. The log-likelihood at the current position is CurrentLL
Compute LogProp, the log of the proposal density ratio for f
Compute LogPriorF, the log of the prior ratio for f
Compute the acceptance probability
α = min (NewLL − CurrentLL + LogProp + LogPriorF, 1)
Get a sample u from U [0, 1]
if (log(u) < α) then
f is updated to f prop
else f is unchanged

2.13

Summary

Let us summarise the situation at hand, and the steps involved in the methodology. I
am considering a galaxy as a stationary dynamical system, whose state space vector is
S = ( X1 , X2 , X3 , V1 , V2 , V3 ) T = ( X, V ) T , and measurements are of the observable Y =

( X1 , X2 , V3 )T which comprises 3 out of the 6 coordinates of the state space vector S. The
link between S and Y is given by the state space pdf f (·), such that

Y ∼ f ( E(k X k, k V k)) ∼ f
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k V k2
Φ(k X k) +
2


,

(2.39)

where f (·) is expressed as a function of energy only as defined in definition 8 (motivated
by considerations discussed in Section 2.2 such as the Collisionless Boltzmann Equation
[Choudhuri, 2010] and the assumed isotropy of the state space). The Poisson equation
(Equation 2.14) allows us to express the potential energy Φ(k X k) as a function of the
gravitational mass density function ρ(·), such that f (·) can be expressed as a function of
the sought after system function ρ(·):
Y ∼ f (ρ(k X k), k V k) .

(2.40)

Now, due to the lack of training data (we only have measurements of the Y variable), I aim to learn the discretised form of the sought system function ρ(·) and the
state space pdf f (·), as motivated in Section 1.1.4. The unknown parameters to learn
are then the NR -dimensional vector ρ = (ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR ) T and the NE -dimensional vector
f = ( f 1 , . . . , f NE ) T . Upon discretisation (details of the partitioning are given in Section
2.4), the likelihood is rephrased (see Equation 2.19), and finally expressed with a convolution of the error density of the V3 coordinate (see Equation 2.26). Prior densities (informative or non-informative) are added, and I sample from the resulting posterior density
via a 2-block Metropolis-within-Gibbs MCMC scheme (discussed in Section 2.12). 95%
HPD credible regions (see Section 1.4.7) are then available for each parameter. Results and
model-checking of this methodology applied to a real data set is available in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3
Case Study: Real Galaxy NGC4494
3.1

Introduction

In this chapter, I present results of the implementation of the methodology developed in
Section 2.2 of Chapter 2, on two different datasets (described in Section 3.2) that are observed in the real galaxy NGC4494. The results on the learning of the gravitational mass
density and state space pdf of this real galaxy using these two different datasets are presented in Section 3.3, while the results of model checking – to check the used model and
the results obtained therefrom – are displayed in Section 3.5.

3.2

Data Presentation

In illustrating the method, I invoke two datasets that are available for the real galaxy
NGC4494. These two datasets contain information on two distinct types of galactic particles that are called Globular Clusters (GCs) and Planetary Nebulae (PNe) [Shu, 1982;
Binney and Merrifield, 1998].
The first dataset presents information on the measured values of X1 , X2 , V3 , δV3 of 114
GCs [Foster et al., 2011], which are tightly packed clusters of stars. The δV3 variable
represents the standard deviation of the error density when measuring V3 , with the error
2 ). In the left panel of Figmodelled to be Gaussian, i.e. the measurement error ∼ N (0, δV
3
q
ure 3.1, I present the plot of the measured V3 value against the measured R p = X12 + X22 ,

with the error bar depicting two standard deviations on this measured value of V3 . I express
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(k)

T
(·)
this data set as D GC = {yGC }114
k=1 , where Y : = ( X1 , X2 , V3 ) , and the subscript on y

indicates that this value of Y is measured for GCs in this dataset.
The second data set available for this galaxy is again a set of measured values of Y –
this time of PNe, which are end states of certain massive stars. The line-of-sight velocity
component (or V3 ) of a PNe is observable since it is given by the width of the line that is
emitted at wavelength 500.7nm in the emission spectrum of PNe [Shu, 1982;
q Walsh, J. R.
et al., 2015]; all PNe emit this characteristic line. The V3 against R p =

X12 + X22 plot

contained in this data is shown in the right panel of Figure 3.1. This data (D PNe ) comprises
267 measurements of Y of PNe [Napolitano et al., 2009].
For each of the galactic particles (i.e data points), the radial location of a particle in the
p
image plane of the galaxy is given in the form of R p = ( X1 )2 + ( X2 )2 , which describes
the projection of the location vector onto the image plane which is in R2 . To recap, the
location vector variable X (of a galactic particle) is defined as ( X1 , X2 , X3 ) T ∈ X ⊆ R3 ,
and the velocity vector variable V as (V1 , V2 , V3 ) T ∈ V ⊆ R3 . Here, the X3 and V3
coordinates of a galactic particle are the components along the line that joins the observer
to the particle with location X and velocity V , i.e. the “line of sight”. X1 and X2 are then
the location coordinates of the particle on the plane that is orthogonal to the line of sight.
This is the plane that all matter in the galaxy is projected onto when the image ofqthe galaxy
is taken; thus, this plane is also the image plane of the galaxy. Then R p :=

X12 + X22

gives the radius of the particle on the galactic image plane, where the radius is measured
from the X1 = 0, X2 = 0, X3 = 0 point, which by definition of the basis, is the centre of
the galaxy. Again, V3 is the line of sight velocity component of the particle that measures
how quickly the particle is moving towards, or away from, the observer. Thus, out of the
6 location and velocity coordinates of any galactic particle, the location coordinates on the
image plane and the line of sight velocity coordinate are measured. As such, D A can be
(r
) NA



 

(k) 2
(k) 2
(k)
rewritten as D A =
x1
+ x2
, v3
, where A = GC or PNe, and
A

A

NA is respectively 114 and 267.

A

k =1

We subtract the bulk motion of the whole galaxy NGC4494 along the line of sight
direction, away from us, from the V3 measured for any particle. The systemic line of sight
velocity component of the centre of NGC4494 has the value 1344 km.s−1 , [Foster et al.,
2011]. Then, to obtain the V3 relative to the centre of the galaxy, I subtract the systemic
speed from the V3 datum in D GC and D PNe .
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Figure 3.1: Top: Data of 114 globular clusters (GCs) in galaxy NGC4494. Measured
1
V3 value of a GC particle (in km.s−
p) is plotted against the GC radial location on image
plane of the galaxy, namely R p = ( X1 )2 + ( X2 )2 , (in kpc). The error bars on each V3
coordinate, depicts 2 standard deviations of the Gaussian error density that describes the
error in measuring V3 , as provided by astronomers [Foster et al., 2011]. Bottom: Data of
267 PNe [Napolitano et al., 2009] in galaxy NGC4494, plotted similarly to the data on GCs
in this galaxy.
Here “kpc” stands for kilo parsec, where parsec (abbreviated as pc) is a unit of distance.
Galactic length scales are of the order of 10 kpc. For instance, in our own galaxy Milky
Way, the Sun is estimated to be at about 8 kpc from the galactic centre [Binney and Merrifield, 1998; Chakrabarty, 2007]. The unit pc is defined as follows: 1 pc is the distance to
a point such that the Sun-Earth arc subtends an angle of 1 arcsecond at this point, where 1
arcsecond = 1/3600 degrees. Then, 1 kpc = 1000 pc.
The galaxy NGC4494 is a real galaxy that is located at a distance of about 15.8 ×
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103 kpc away from us [Napolitano et al., 2009; Rodionov and Athanassoula, 2010] inside
the Coma-I group that is located within the Virgo supercluster of galaxies [Garcia, 1993;
Giuricin et al., 2000]. It was discovered by William Herschel in the later 18th century.
NGC4494 is an “elliptical” galaxy, which implies that its two-dimensional image is shaped
as an ellipse as distinguished from spiral galaxies in their photographic signature. Such
galaxies are much more abundant in the Universe than spiral or disk galaxies. In terms
of dynamical properties, elliptical galaxies are different from spirals in that, none of the
first moment of any of the three components of the random variable that represents the
vector valued velocity of a galactic particle (such as a star) is high; the first moment of each
velocity component is zero in the population, but this is not the case in spiral galaxies, in
which expected angular speed (EV2 ) of stars is non-zero. Astronomical literature tells us
that this galaxy harbours a supermassive black hole of gravitational mass 26.9 ± 20.4 ×106
M

in its centre [Sadoun and Colin, 2012]. Astronomical modelling appears to suggest

diametrically opposing estimations for dark matter content in the galaxy, with Romanowsky
et al. [2003] suggesting that there is very little dark matter in the galaxy till a radius of 21
kpc, while Morganti et al. [2013] suggest a high dark matter content within this radius, with
a high dark matter fraction inside 12.5 kpc. Here by “dark matter fraction” within a given
radius, is implied the ratio of the mass of the luminous as well as dark matter that reside
within this radius, to the mass of the matter that can be accounted for given the light that
is collected from luminous galactic particles that reside within this radius. We recall that
dark matter – as distinguished from non-dark matter – is such that it neither emits light, nor
reflects light that is incident on it, but offers gravitational field to make its presence felt.
Astronomical modelling of the distribution of gravitational mass in a real galaxy is
undertaken in three ways, broadly speaking. One way is to implement noisy measurements
of the infrequently-available distortion caused to the path of a light ray by the gravitational
field of a distant galaxy, to allow for estimation of the distribution of the gravitational mass
of the galaxy on its image plane. However, we ideally desire to learn the gravitational
mass density function at any point in the galaxy; not just at a point on the image plane
(see Section 1.2 of Chapter 1 for references). Another way is to map the spatial derivative
of the highly noisy temperature distribution of the hot gas that is emitted by a galaxy, to
its gravitational mass density, under a specified, unrealistic model [Johnson et al., 2009].
The third is to use a sample of measurements of 2 location and 1 velocity coordinate of
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Figure 3.2: Histogram of the spatial coordinates for the GC data before data-cleaning. The
three rightmost values interfere with the binning of the R range. If these data points were
kept, we would need to widen our R-bins (thus reducing the number of total R-bins), or
allow one R-bin to not contain any data point.
any kind of galactic particle in a model that actually invokes the (three) particle location
and (three) velocity coordinates, to map information on such state space coordinates to the
gravitational field that is binding the particle to the galaxy, while allowing for its (partially)
observed motion. To compensate for the unobservable state space information, the model
needs to impose ad-hoc symmetries on the galactic state space topology, and this worry is
further compounded by the sensitive dependence of the results on the binning details of the
sampled velocity coordinate observations, into the estimate of sampled velocity variance at
different locations. This worsens with reliance of the method on spatial derivatives of such
computed noisy estimates of the variance of the observed velocity coordinate variable. I
have elaborated on these shortcomings of this method in Section 1.2.3, and have motivated
the implementation of this learning strategy that offers a new way of performing Bayesian
inference on the sought gravitational mass density function in a real galaxy, for which an
observed sample of kinematic information is available.

3.2.1

Data-driven binning structure

From the top panel of Figure 3.1, it appears that three GC data points include large
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errors in V3 , where by “large” is implied δV3 ≥ 20 km.s−1 . These three points have
p
R p = ( X1 )2 + ( X2 )2 ≥ 29.6 kpc in the data D GC , and retaining them in the dataset that
I use for the learning, would imply that the maximal value of R p is rmax = 37 kpc. In fact,
including these three data points in D GC with this higher rmax = 37 kpc (at the same bin
width δNR ), will imply that the 28th and 29th bin are bereft of any data point. As explained
in Section 2.4.2 of Chapter 2, one of the guiding principles behind choosing the bin-width
is to avoid such “empty” bins as can be seen on the R p histogram of the D GC data in
Figure 3.2. Increasing the bin-width (to 1.8 kpc) will induce higher error in approximating
the ρ(·) function by its discretised version ρ, at the expense of these three data points, as
compared to when these three data points are discarded and a smaller bin-width of 1 kpc
can be implemented. Given all these considerations, I have removed these three points from
the dataset D GC that I use in this work. In regard to the D PNe data, as shown in the lower
panel of Figure 3.1, some of the PNe data points exhibit high values of |V3 | & 350 km.s−1 ,
and are removed before the learning scheme starts. The data points that I remove from
D GC and D PNe are shown in red in the top panels in Figure 3.3. The bottom panels display
the datasets subsequent to this pre-processing, i.e. the final data containing the kinematic
information on the GCs and PNe that will be used to undertake learning of ρ and f .
In the finalised GC data set, R p = r p ∈ [1.6, 29.6] (in kpc). In order to respect the condition of having at least one data point per bin, the maximum number of bins that we can
choose is NR = 28. Thus, each radial bin has width δR =

rmax −r0
NR

=

29.6−1.6
28

= 1. Con-

sequently, ρ is a vector with 28 components and can be written as ρ = (ρ1 , ρ2 , . . . , ρ28 ) T ,
where ρi is the gravitational mass density of any galactic particle whose radial position r
lies within the ith R-bin, i.e. in [1.6 + (i − 1)δR , 1.6 + iδr ); i = 1, . . . , 28. In the same
fashion, in the PNe data set, R p = r p ∈ [1.8, 29.8]. The number of R-bin is again 28, for a
bin width δR of 1 kpc.

3.3
3.3.1

Results
Without convolution of the error density

In Section 3.3.1, I present the results of my learning on the gravitational mass density parameters (ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR ) and the state space pdf parameters ( f 2 , . . . , f NE ) – where the learning is undertaken using the method described in Section 2.2 of Chapter 2, using data D PNe
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Figure 3.3: Data cleaning of the Globular Clusters and Planetary Nebulae Data. Top row:
In red are the data points that are omitted from the observed datasets on GCs and PNe.
These data points are being removed for either having large error bars in V3 (in the GC
case in Top Left),
q having too high a value of |V3 | (in the PNe case in Top Right), or

having too high X12 + X22 values. Bottom row: Final datasets that are implemented to
perform learning of ρ and f parameters.
and D GC , without convolving the error density with the likelihood. Recall that the convolution of the error density with likelihood was discussed in Section 2.6 of Chapter 2.
I undertook extensive experimentation with the parameters of the Metropolis-withinGibbs algorithm that I implemented with the D GC and D PNe data sets. Such parameters
included parameters of the proposal densities that were used to sample each of the ρi and
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Figure 3.4: ρi parameters learnt along with the 95% HPD credible regions (shown in the
left panels) and f j parameters learnt with the respective 95% HPD credible regions, (shown
in the right panel) using the PNe data, from an MCMC-chain that implements a Truncaed
Normal proposal with samples rejected if positivity/monotonicity is violated, (top panels),
and another chain that implements a Truncated Normal proposal density [Robert, 1997]
(lower panels). Here i = 1, . . . , 28; j = 2, . . . , 9. The modes of the learnt parameters are
shown in red filled circles.
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f j parameters from; in particular, I experimented with the proposal variances (which I also
refer to as the jump-scales) towards securing convergence of the ρi and f j parameters,
where i = 1, . . . , NR , j = 2, . . . , NE . The value of the pdf in the first energy bin (i.e f 1 ) is
not learnt as it is fixed to 0, given that the energy in this bin is by definition extreme (close
to 0). The traces for the f parameters are thus shown from f 2 to f 9 .
I found that the convergence of the ρi parameters was more easily and robustly attained
than for the f j parameters. The latter were relatively more sensitive to changes made in the
jump-scales (i.e. variances of the proposal densities) as well as to implemented changes
that were solely relevant to the ρi parameters. For instance, even when the variance of the
proposal density of the ρi parameters is changed very slightly such that the traces of the ρi
parameters do not display any discernible change (visually speaking), the traces of some
of the f j parameters can indicate a changed dispersion and quality of mixing. In order to
achieve convergence of the f j parameters ∀ j ∈ {2, . . . , NE }, I needed to experiment with
all the jump-scales, while ensuring that the state space is comprehensively explored (as
evidenced by the ergodicity of chains initiated from diverse seeds).
Figure 3.4 displays the 95% HPD credible regions on the learnt ρi and f j parameters
(for i = 1, . . . , NR ; j = 2, . . . , NE ) (left and right columns respectively) from 2 runs based
on the PNe data D PNe . The first run (top row of Figure 3.4) was designed with a Normal
proposal density, where samples not respecting the positivity or monotonicity conditions
were rejected, while the second run (bottom row of Figure 3.4) was designed with a Truncated Normal proposal density as per Robert [1997]. Traces of the first nine ρ parameters,
and f j parameters from this latter run (bottom row of 3.4) using the Truncated Normal
proposal density are shown in Figure 3.5 and 3.6 respectively.
In Figure 3.7 are shown the ρ and f parameters modes along with their accompanying
95% HPD credible regions, learnt using D GC (with modal values of parameters in black
triangles) over-plotted on results learnt using D PNe (modes in red circles). I note the similarity in the ρi parameters (Figure 3.7 left plot). The f j parameters (Figure 3.7 right plot)
exhibit a similar behaviour as well, with slight differences in the sixth and ninth energy
bin, which can be accounted for by the slight differences in the HPD credible regions of the
learnt ρi ; i = 1, . . . , NR ; j = 2, . . . , NE . Some of the individual traces in Figure 3.6 are not
showing clear convergence. I discuss the cause for this in detail in Section 3.3.3, but give
an indication here as to why we should not be surprised to find this. I learn the ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR
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Figure 3.5: Traces of the ρ1 , . . . , ρ9 parameters from a PNe run. The rest of the ρ parameters also exhibit a clear convergence.
parameters with uncertainty, and this causes uncertainty in the computation of the gravitational potential, which in the discretised version of the Poisson equation, is related to the
ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR parameters as stated in Definition 9. Uncertainty in the gravitational potential
Φ( R) (or in its discretised version) in turn causes uncertainty in the computation of the
energy e (per unit mass) which is given by the sum of the kinetic energy per unit mass
(

kV k2
2 ) and the gravitational potential.

Thus, uncertainty in the computation of the potential

induces uncertainty in the domain variable energy or e of the sought state space pdf f (e)
– which translates to uncertainty in the identification of the jth energy-bin within which I
seek the jth component of the discretised version f = ( f 1 , . . . , f NE ) T of f (e). It is this
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Figure 3.6: Traces of the f 2 , . . . , f 9 parameters from a PNe run.
very mis-identification of the jth energy-bin that is causing some sampled values of f j/ in
some iterations to be mis-identified as the pdf parameter f j , where j/ 6= j. This is true

∀ j = 1, . . . , NE .
What needs to be done to remedy this situation is to identify which energy-bin each
sampled pdf parameter really belongs to in each iteration, given that the jth energy-bin
in a given iteration may encompass different physical energy values than in another iteration. Following which, the reallocation of the pdf parameters to the correct energy-bin
in every iteration will be done. As stated above, this reallocation is discussed in detail in
Section 3.3.3.
Indeed, it is the uncertainty in the learning of the ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR parameters that induces
uncertainty in the identification of a given energy value to correspond to an energy-bin
marked by a given index j ∈ {1, . . . , NE }. It follows that if I minimise the uncertainty in
my learning of the ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR parameters, this problem of mistaken placing of a learnt pdf
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Figure 3.7: ρ1 , . . . , ρ28 (Left) and f 2 , . . . , f 9 (Right) parameters learnt along with the respective 95% HPD credible regions, using the data on the GC sample in NGC4494 (parameter modes shown in black triangles). Corresponding parameters learnt using the PNe data
are over-plotted (modes shown in red circles).
parameter in the energy-bins will be mitigated. One way to accomplish this minimisation in
the uncertainties of the ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR parameters is to tighten the priors on these parameters.
Thus, for example, if the prior density on ρi is tightened to the modal value of this parameter
that is learnt in a run such as the chains described in the current sub-section, then the
resulting pdf parameter traces will be much better converged, and the need for reallocation
of the pdf parameters to the correctly identified energy-bin will diminish. At the same time,
tightening the prior on ρi will imply that the 95% HPD interval learnt on this parameter will
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diminish in width. We will see this happening when we undertake such prior-tightening that
is undertaken to combat the uncertainty in learning both the state space pdf, as well as its
domain variable, namely, energy.
The need for reallocation stems from the fact that all parameters are learnt with uncertainty, as indeed is desired in Bayesian statistics; thus the pdf parameters are learnt with
uncertainty, and the domain variable of the pdf is also uncertain, owing to the uncertainty in
the learning of the ρi parameters. This is not an artifice of the choice of proposal or prior in
the inference, but follows directly from the nesting of the sought gravitational mass density
(ρ(k X k)) function, inside the domain of the pdf ( f (e)) function. Such an embedding of
ρ(·) into the support of the state space pdf in fact allows for the learning of the gravitational
mass density to be learn-able in this information-sparse context, in the first place. Indeed,
it may be argued that it is the gravitational mass density parameters that we were interested
in, in the first place, and should confine our attention to the inference of only these parameters. However, my interests are in exploring the inference as a whole. Hence we undertake
the detailed study in Section 3.3.

3.3.2

With the error density convolved to the likelihood

In Figure 3.8, and Figure 3.9, I present the results of the learning undertaken with the
error density convolved with the likelihood. The measurement errors in the location of the
galactic particle (PNe or GC) on the image plane of the galaxy, is negligible compared to
the error in the measurement of the line of sight velocity component V3 , which is measured
by identifying the width of a line in the spectrum obtained from the particle. Upon eliciting
information from astronomers, the error density is modelled as Normal with zero mean
and a variance that is fixed (at 202 km2 .s−2 ) for PNe measurements [Napolitano et al.,
2009], but is varying with each measurement of a GC, as provided in the data shared by
astronomers.
Figure 3.8 shows the traces of the f j parameters, (j = 2, . . . , NE ), as learnt using data
D PNe , where all the parameters (number of bins, jump scales, proposal density, etc.) are the
same as in the PNe run in the top row of Figure 3.4, for which the only difference was that
the error density had not been convolved to the likelihood. The 95% HPD credible regions
for the f j and ρi parameters for this run conducted with D PNe are shown in Figure 3.9 (top
row), while the results obtained using data D GC are shown in the bottom row of the same
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Figure 3.8: Traces of the f 2 , . . . , f 9 parameters obtained using the PNe data in a run that
is the same as the run in the top row of Figure 3.4, except here, the density of the error in
measuring V3 is convolved with the likelihood.
figure. The results are consistent within the 95% HPD credible regions shown previously,
which were obtained without the convolution of the error density. Most notably, the ρi
parameters have a very similar profile, while the the f j parameters consistently exhibit
what I refer to as an asymmetric-bell-shaped like profile.
Importantly, with or without the error density being convolved, as well as at widely different values of the parameter of the Metropolis-within-Gibbs algorithm that I have worked
with, the 95% HPD credible regions on the ρi parameters exhibit marked consistency. The
f j parameters are less stable as we reach lower energies.
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Figure 3.9: 95% HPD credible regions for the f 2 , . . . f 9 and ρ1 , . . . , ρ28 parameters learnt
from using D PNe (Top Row), and D GC (Bottom Row), with the density in the error in
measuring V3 convolved to the likelihood. Modes shown in red.

3.3.3

Reallocation

I now want to address an important issue that concerns the mapping from the indices of
the energy bins to the corresponding (physical) energy, (i.e. the random variable e) in the
jth energy bin. Given that this mapping is influenced by (a deterministic function of) the
ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR parameters, the mapping is not linear, and even more importantly, the mapping
varies from one iteration to another. Hence, at the end of a run, when the traces of the
sought parameters have converged, we need to undertake this mapping from the jth energy
bin to the energy bin that covers energy values in the interval [e j−1 , e j ); j = 2, . . . , NE .
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It is therefore crucial to recall that the energy bounds
q for each energy bin are given
partly by the potential Φ( R), (with R :=k X k2 ≡
X12 + X22 + X32 ), where Φ( R) is
a deterministic function of the {ρi }iN=R1 parameters. Indeed, the energy range covers the
interval [Φ(0),0]. While the right bound of this interval is a constant, the lower limit
Φ(0) is dependent on the value of the gravitational mass density parameters f , which are
updated at every iteration. In the first iteration of the MCMC, Φ(0) is computed given the
seed values of the {ρi }iN=R1 parameters. The energy binning is then done by partitioning the
[Φ(seed) (0),0) interval into NE partitions. Thus, the jth energy bin is defined in our run as
ranging from energy Φ(seed) (0) ×
the

{ρi }iN=R1

( j −1)
NE

to Φ(seed) (0) ×

j
NE ;

j = 2, . . . , NE . However, as

parameters vary as the run progresses, Φ(0) varies, and the values of e in the

(originally defined) jth energy bin vary. If the ρi parameters are fixed, then the potential
function will consistently take the same values at a given R at all iterations, and the physical
energy values that covered the jth energy bin in the 0th iteration, would continue to do so
at any other iteration.
However, the ρi parameters do vary over iterations, and therefore, the state space pdf
learnt at a given e – where this e value was included within the jth energy bin as per
the definition of the binning at the 0th iteration – may belong to the j0th energy bin at
the kth iteration in the chain, given that the jth energy partition includes different energy
values at this iteration; (here j0 6= j; j, j0 ∈ {2, . . . , NE }; k = 1, . . . , Niter ). As iterations
progress, we can map a current e to the refreshed energy partitions, as defined by the
potential that is driven by the (modal) ρi parameters. Each of the learnt f j parameters can
then be reallocated to the “correct” corresponding energy bin. This is displayed in Figures
3.10 and 3.11.
Whenever a new ρ is accepted, the potential function changes, and in turn, so do the
energy bounds. For instance, if the 4th energy bin covers the [−50000, −25000] energy
range in one iteration, it might cover [−51000, −26000] in the next iteration as the ρi
parameters change. It is possible that at the end of the run, the 4th f j parameter is now
covering the [−60000, −35000] energy range. The effects of such variations in the energy
bounds can be observed on Figure 3.10, where I have fixed the energy range, and reassigned
the f j parameters such that they would cover these fixed energy intervals. The numerous
jumps seen in the traces of these f j parameters are a consequence of the ρi parameters being
updated, affecting the potential function, in turn affecting the energy range which depends
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Figure 3.10: Traces of the f 2 , . . . , f NE parameters when these have been reallocated to
energy bins that are defined as per the learnt ρ1 , . . . ρ NR parameters. The ”jumps”, or
vertical straight lines, are an artefact of the change in the energy bounds caused by the
change in the potential function as the ρ parameters are being updated across iterations.
on that very same potential function.
In order to avoid these ”jumps”, I constrain the ρi parameters around their previously
obtained modes, such that the energy range does not change as much. Figure 3.11 shows
traces for the reallocated f j parameters, where the learning of the ρ1 , . . . ρ NR parameters has
been undertaken given stronger priors on ρi (than in previously undertaken runs) centred at
modal values of ρi learnt from previous runs. There is a drastic decrease in the number of
these “jumps” (or vertical lines), which would completely disappear with a further tightening of the priors on the ρi parameters. The 95% HPD credible regions on the parameters
leant from this run are shown in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.11: Traces of the f 2 , . . . , f NE parameters when reallocated to energy bins with
fixed upper and lower bounds, with priors on the learnt ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR parameters tightened.
The uncertainty in the learning of ρi still induces some jumps. A further restriction on the
uncertainty in ρi will completely remove these jumps; i = 1, . . . , NR .

3.3.4

Mass profile

Figure 3.13 shows the enclosed mass parameters M1 , . . . , M NR computed using the ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR
parameters learnt using D GC and D PNe in the GC and PNe runs (shown respectively in red
and blue). Here
NR

Mi : =

NR
4π
4π
3
3
ρ
[
r
−
r
]
=
∑ 3 i i i−1 ∑ 3 ρi [(r0 + δR i)3 − (r0 + δR (i − 1))3 ];
i =1
i =1

where δR is the width of each radial bin.
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i = 1, . . . , NR ,

Figure 3.12: 95% HPD credible regions of the ρi and f j parameters upon reallocation of
the f j parameters to energy bins with fixed upper and lower bounds, for the run shown in
Figure 3.10. The priors on the ρi parameters have been tightened (and therefore the HPDs
of the ρi parameters shown here do not reflect the uncertainty in these parameters, unlike
in Figure 3.9) to limit the number of jumps previously visible in the reallocated f j traces.
Here i = 1, . . . , 28 and j = 2, . . . , 9. Modes are shown in red.

3.4
3.4.1

Discussions
Distribution of the observables

It is an important result in my work that the learnt f j values do not manifest a symmetric
nature for j = 2, . . . , NE . This leads me to the following conjecture.
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Figure 3.13: 95% HPD credible regions for the mass parameters from the final GC (Red)
and PNe (Blue) run. The modes are shown by circles (GC data), and triangles (PNe data).
Proposition 1. The pdf of the state space vector in galaxy NGC4494, is not symmetric
about the mode. In fact for energy e ∈ E ⊆ R<0 , @e0 ∈ E such that
f (−|e0 + δe |) = f (−|e0 − δe |), ∀|e0 + δe | ∈ E ⊆ R<0 ; |e0 − δe | ∈ E ⊆ R<0 .
This conjecture leads me to the following corollaries.
Corollary 3.4.1. It follows from Proposition 1 that for energy e ∈ E ⊆ R<0 , and ∀ Ψ(e)
that is used to model the galactic state space pdf f (e), a Ψ(·) cannot be bell-shaped.
Corollary 3.4.2. A bell-shaped model of the state space pdf is also rejected in the training
E
data {e j , f j } N
j=2 that I have generated via my learning using either data D GC or D PNe .
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Thus, models proposed in the studies of geostatistics or spatial statistics undertaken
within the paradigm of absent training data, but known distribution of the response variable
– such as in the works by Bagnato and Minozzo [2014]; Diggle and Ribeiro Jr [2007];
Papritz et al. [2012]; Brown [2015] are not relevant to the more general, and in fact harder
problems, that I study.

3.4.2

Shape of the state space pdf parameters profile

The profiles of the modes of ρi and f j parameters learnt in the two chains run with the PNe
data (as shown in Figure 3.4) are similar, visually speaking. The f j exhibit flat values close
to 0 for the first few energy bins – this is as we would expect, since a f j value corresponds
to the value of the state space pdf within a certain energy range (energy values of the jth
e-bin). In other words, it informs on how probable it is to observe a galactic particle in
the galaxy with this amount of energy. We expect a lower number of particles within the
galaxy to have an energy close to 0 (above which a particle is considered to be outside of the
system), than the number of galactic particles that are more tightly bound, such that they
possess more negative energies. Indeed, as the galaxy is a gravitationally bound system
and gravitation is an attractive force, there are more particles closer to the galactic centre
than away from it. But particles closer to the galactic centre are more tightly bound to the
gravitational field of the galaxy. Hence the fraction of more tightly bound galactic particles
is higher than less tightly bound ones. Consequently, the fraction of particles possessing
more negatively valued energies, is higher than those carrying energies close to 0.
Following this logic, it might have been guessed that the values of the state space pdf
would increase as energy value decreases (particles more bound to the galaxy), but what is
observed in most runs is a peak around the sixth or seventh f parameter, before a relatively
sharp drop thereafter. This could be explained by the fact that the total energy is not wholly
potential energy; indeed, the relative frequency of particles with a given potential energy
should increase, the more negative the potential energy is. But it is also possible that the
non-negative kinetic energy – that also contributes to the total energy – of particles closer
to the centre might be higher than those away from the centre, if centrally-located particles
are endowed greater motion/randomness due to other dynamical phenomena (possibly due
to the handiwork of a centrally-located mass condensation in the galaxy, or non-linear dynamical effects of non-axisymmetric galactic components). Such an increased non-negative
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kinetic energy for more centrally-located particles – as distinguished from particles lying
further out in the galaxy – will add to the monotonically decreasing non-positive potential
energy, to imply that the total energy value near the centrally located radial zone is not the
most negative, but less in absolute value than the most negative energy values possible in
the galaxy, given all parameters.

3.4.3

A black hole in the centre of NGC4494?

All I can infer on the basis of my learning of the gravitational mass density parameters ρi ,
(i = 1, . . . , NR ) is that there is a large condensation of gravitational mass as we approach
the centre of the galaxy. In my opinion, it is incorrect to equate a high (gravitational mass)
density trend – leading to a high central mass condensation – as R (radial distance from the
galactic centre) decreases, with the existence of a central supermassive black hole. I could
begin to extend my results to test for the hypothesis that such a black hole exists, only if
I knew the comprehensive set of signatures for the existence of the black hole. I did not
identify a set of such signatures examined by Sadoun and Colin [2012] either, where these
authors claim a central supermassive black hole of gravitational mass 26.9 ± 20.4 × 106
M , i.e. a central supermassive black hole of gravitational mass in [6.5, 47.3] × 106 M .
This mass interval is very wide of course.
Definition 13. The value m0 of the gravitational mass M(r0 ) that is enclosed within the
minimal radius r0 , is computed by considering the gravitational mass density to be equal
to ρ1 at all radii R ≤ r0 . Thus,
m0 : =

4π 3
ρ1 r0 .
3

The profile of the ρi parameters, (i = 1, . . . , NR ) is noted in my learning to rise as the
radial bin location value decreases, for the the inner bins (at least i ≤ 10). How m0 is
computed by spreading the density ρ1 in the innermost bin uniformly at radii lower than r0
is an approximation to the value of M(r0 ), and is likely to be a lower limit. Then using
the definition of M(r0 ) in definition 13, from the learning performed with the PNe data,
for which r0 is 1.8 kpc, and ρ1 ∈ [939051883, 1673111238] (the interval here being the
95% HPD credible regions), I compute m0 ∈ [22928491768, 40851754778] ≈ [23, 41]
billion M . For the learning performed with the GC data, for which r0 is 1.6 kpc, and
ρ1 ∈ [373615855, 1057155003] (the interval here being the 95% HPD credible regions), I
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then compute m0 ∈ [6406983869, 18128714189] ≈ [6.4, 18] billion M .
Indeed, these estimates of gravitational mass enclosed within the innermost radius at
which measurements are available, follow from the learning of gravitational mass density
under the assumption of state space isotropy, but these high estimates of such enclosed
gravitational mass:
1. do not reject the central supermassive black hole hypothesis in NGC4494;
2. are 2-3 orders of magnitude higher in value compared to suggestions by Sadoun and
Colin [2012];
3. are unprecedented as far as reported mass estimates of central supermassive black
hole in galaxies. Till date, the most massive such black holes has been reported by
Thomas et al. [2016] in another galaxy NGC1600 (that is also a galaxy that lives
within a galaxy group).
I examine if my learnt parameters can reject a null that states that a supermassive black
hole exists in the centre of NGC4494. The only information contained in my results that
can potentially reject such a null is that the learnt state space pdf parameters peak at an
intermediary energy value, indicating that energies of the more central galactic particles
(that I employ the measurements of in the learning), are less than energies of less centrallylocated ones. I invoke the possibility of higher (non-negative) kinetic energy of the morecentral particles in mitigating the effect of the non-positive potential energy, to explain this
trend. Indeed if the null is true, the more central a particle is, the lower is the random
part of its motion, leading to a relatively lower kinetic energy for more centrally located
particles. However, it is also true that in the presence of a central black hole, the more
central a particle is, the higher is its systemic speed (expected V2 ), leading to a relatively
higher kinetic energy for more centrally located particles. Thus, taking all the physical
connection of my learnt results into account, I cannot reject the possibility of lower total
energies of more populous centrally-located particles, than those that live at intermediate
radii. In other words, I cannot rule out the central supermassive black hole hypothesis,
based on my learnt results.
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Figure 3.14: Left: Overplot of a Laplace envelope (blue dots) over the f j parameters learnt
within the respective 95% HPD credible regions, using the PNe data (modes in red). Right:
Overplot of a Uniform envelope (blue dots) over the same learnt parameters (modes in red).

3.5

Model Checking

To perform a check on both the model and results, we can generate data from the learnt
model of the state space pdf, at the learnt model of the gravitational mass density function,
and compare this generated data with the empirical data. We want to sample a set of the
observables X1 , X2 , V3 from the learnt state space pdf, at the learnt gravitational mass density, where this generated sample has the same size as the empirically observed data on the
galactic particle type (GC or PNe) in question. We then want to compare this “generated”
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dataset with the empirically observed data. Such a comparison will inform on the relevance
of the model and results, given the data in question. This is undertaken via
1. overplotting the V3 variable values in the generated data against the R p variable values in this data, on the plot of the V3 values against the R p values in the empirically
q
observed data, where R p := X12 + X22 ;
2. overplotting the histogram of the R p variable from the generated and observed datasets
(as the radial distribution of particles);
3. plotting (the particle line-of-sight velocity component) V3 from the generated data
against that from the observed data.
I say above that I “generate data” from the “learnt model of the state space pdf at the
learnt model of the gravitational density”, but as I only learn the discretised version of
these densities, I sample - using Rejection Sampling - from the learnt modal values of
f 1 , . . . , f NE , at the learnt modal values of ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR . Doing so involves the following
steps.
• The state space pdf is defined over the space of the energy variable e, where e is
2
defined partly by V
potential Φ( R), which is itself computed
q /2, and partly by the q

using ρ( R); R =

X12 + X22 + X32 , V =

V12 + V22 + V32 .

• Sampling from f (e) implies sampling values of the energy random variable e.
• Transform this sampled value of e into a sampled value of each of X1 , X2 , X3 , V1 , V2 , V3 ,
or rather only the sampled value of each of the observables X1 , X2 , V3 . However, I
cannot solve for the observables given an e since the only equation I have access to
is e = V 2 /2 + Φ( R), where V and R bear dependence on V1 , V2 , V3 and X1 , X2 , X3
as defined above.
• Sample a datum of the coordinates (or the observables) given a sampled value of
the e random variable, in an inverse way, i.e. first sample X1 , X2 , X3 , V1 , V2 , V3 from
respective densities that are chosen to be generic, (namely, uniform over the identified
maximal range on the value of each coordinate) and then check if the corresponding
value esampled of e is acceptable as a simulation from the learnt state space pdf. If
(0)

(0)

(0)

the sampled X1 = x1 ; sampled X2 = x2 ; sampled X3 = x3 ; sampled V1 =
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(0)

(0)

(0)

v1 ; sampled V2 = v2 ; sampled V3 = v3 , then given the Φ(·) (computed using
Equation 2.20, given the learnt modal values of ρ1 , . . . ρ NR ), we compute esampled :=
q


(0) 2
(0) 2
(0) 2
(0) 2
(0) 2
(0) 2
Φ( ( x1 ) + ( x2 ) + ( x3 ) ) + (v1 ) + (v2 ) + (v3 ) /2.
• The sampling of e is the tricky step here, as this sampling will be undertaken (using
Rejection Sampling) from the modal values of the learnt f 1 , . . . , f NE . To do this,
the envelope density g(e) is chosen and discretised (into the vector ( g1 , . . . , g NE ) T ),
using the same partitioning detail of its domain as is employed in partitioning the
domain of the state space pdf f (e), such that the function f (e) is discretised into the
f 1 , . . . , f NE parameters.
• Identify the energy-bin that the energy value esample lies in; let esample lie in the jth
energy-bin. Then, perform the accept-reject of Rejection Sampling by checking if
fj
Mg j

≥ u for the value u ∈ [0, 1] of the random variable U ∼ U [0, 1], for a chosen

M ∈ R>0 . If this inequation holds, esample is accepted, i.e. the sampled datum
(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

( x1 , x2 , x3 , v1 , v2 , v3 ) is accepted, the input into the generated data is the
sample datum ( x1 , x2 , v3 ).

3.5.1

Envelope densities

In rejection sampling, the proposal or the envelope density is sampled from, and the sample
accepted or rejected according to the acceptance ratio that compares the ratio of the target
density f (·) and (a positive real ≥ 1, times) the envelope density g(·), to a random number
that is Uniform in [0,1]. The sample is then accepted at the probability given by this ratio.
The two envelope densities that I work with are shown in Figure 3.14 in blue (Left: Laplace;
Right: uniform), while the target density (or rather its discretised version informed by the
f j parameters learnt within the respective 95% HPD credible regions, using the PNe data)
is shown in red.

3.5.2

Results

Results of model checking (given the PNe data), using the Laplace and the Uniform envelope are shown in Figure 3.15. The overlap indicates similarity between the generated
PNe data and the empirical PNe data, almost irrespective of the proposal densities used, but
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]
Figure 3.15: Results comparing the generated PNe data points (sample size = 256) with
a (Top Row:) Uniform envelope, and (Bottom Row:) Laplace envelope (location = 5.5,
dispersion = 1.5) to the empirical PNe data (256 data points). Left Column: Plot of the
V3 against R p data for the generated (black) and empirical (red) data. Middle Column:
R p histograms of the generated (blue) and empirical (red) data (overlay in purple). Right
Column: Generated V3 data against empirical V3 data.
only for |v3 | ∈ [0, 100] km.s−1 . Outside this range of velocities, the model and/or results
are not faring well in the observed PNe data.
This result is not necessarily surprising. After all, the fundamental model assumption
is that of state space isotropy, and it is likely that the empirical data is not sampled from an
isotropic state space pdf. The shape of the empirically observed data also tells us that the
range of observed values of V3 increases, as R p decreases, i.e. as we approach the central
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]
Figure 3.16: Results comparing the generated GC data points (sample size = 106) with
a (Top Row:) Uniform envelope, and (Bottom Row:) Laplace envelope (location = 5.5,
dispersion = 1.5) to the empirical GC data (256 data points). Left Column: Plot of the
V3 against R p data for the generated (black) and empirical (red) data. Middle Column:
R p histograms of the generated (blue) and empirical (red) data (overlay in purple). Right
Column: Generated V3 data against empirical V3 data.
parts of the galaxy. Indeed, while in the outer parts of the galaxy, particle systems such as
the population of PNe and GCs are likely to become isotropic, closer to the centre, stronger
anisotropy may exist especially in galaxies that might have a flatter stellar population that
is more confined to the central galactic locations than at least the population of GCs, if not
PNe. So at lower values of |V3 |, I am likely to find better signatures from a model checking
exercise, than at higher |V3 | values.
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Another point that I would have conjectured on, is the relative superiority of the Laplace
envelope to the Uniform envelope, given the greater similarity in the shape of the target
and the proposed densities in the former case. I see this effect even more strongly in the
model checking results obtained with the GC data (Figure 3.16), than the PNe data. Again,
when performing model checking given the GC data, I notice better performance of the
model at lower values of |V3 |, i.e. for less central galactic locations. In other words, the
expected trend that closer to the central parts of the galaxy the state space is more likely to
be anisotropic than in the outer parts of the galaxy, is borne by my results.
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Chapter 4
Model Mis-specification
4.1

Motivation

The major underlying model assumption that I invoke in my attempts at learning the galactic gravitational mass density function and the probability density function of the galactic
state space of a real galaxy, is the isotropic nature of the galactic state space. The methodology for such learning was described in Chapter 2, and is undertaken given a sample of
values of some of the state space coordinates of individual galactic particles.
Thus, to recap, a galactic particle is assigned location X = ( X1 , X2 , X3 ) T ∈ X ⊆ R3
and velocity V = (V1 , V2 , V3 ) ∈ V ⊆ R3 , with its state space vector being defined as
S = ( X1 , X2 , X3 , V1 , V2 , V3 ) T ∈ S . I then aim to learn the gravitational mass density
ρ( R) and state space pdf f (e), using Ndata number of measured values of the observable
Y = ( X1 , X2 , V3 ) T , where radial location R =k X k; energy e(k X k, k V k) = Φ(k
X k) +

kV k
2 ,

with Φ(k X k) known deterministically from the Poisson equation once

ρ(k X k) is learnt (Equation 2.14). In lieu of training data on location-density pairs, and
on energy-pdf pairs, I resort to learning the discretised versions, ρ := (ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR ) T and
f = ( f 2 , . . . , f NE ) T , of ρ(·) and f (·) respectively.
To undertake the learning of the ρi and f j parameters in my model, I impose isotropy
of the state space (discussed in Section 2.2 of Chapter 2). Here i = 1, . . . , NR , j =
2, . . . , NE (as in the last chapter, f 1 is not learnt, but set to 0 given that the probability
of particles attaining energy values around 0, is 0). I am thus challenged by the problem
that my model for the learning of the sought parameters yields distinct solutions for the
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parameters, at differently assigned anisotropy. In fact, it is difficult to speak about the
assignment of anisotropy since how exactly such assignment can be made in my model,
is not clear, as there is no explicit parametrisation of state space anisotropy that I have
developed. Indeed, only when I assign anisotropy as zero, i.e. assign the symmetry of
isotropy on the state space pdf – as declared in Theorem 2.2.1 – that we are enabled to speak
about a quantified assignment of anisotropy. But in spite of any semantic shortcomings, it
is clear that different assignments of anisotropy to the state space pdf will yield different
results for ρi , f j ∀i, j, given a data. My model is potentially mis-specified, when I impose
the symmetry of isotropy on it.
How can I resolve the issue, i.e. learn the ρi , f j parameters for i = 1, . . . , NR , j =
N

2, . . . , NE , given the data D = {y(k) }k=data
1 , even within this potentially mis-specified
model? The hypothesis that I investigate in this chapter is that such model mis-specification
can be challenged by using additional information on the sought parameters. Thus, in the
presence of a linear constraint on ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR , I will learn the ρi , f j parameters ∀i, j, given
the data D, within this mis-specified, i.e. isotropic model for the state space pdf. I undertake this exercise for the galaxy 0047-281, which is a very distant galaxy, at a red shift of
about 0.458 [Koopmans and Treu, 2003].

4.2

Information from Modelling the Lensing Effects of the
Galaxy

4.2.1

Lensing-based data

Unlike the NGC4494 galaxy that I considered in the last chapter, some galaxies are too
far away from us to admit observations of some of the state space coordinates of resolved
galactic particles. However, for the galaxy 0047-281, the gravitational mass that is enclosed
within a certain radius has been estimated by Koopmans and Treu [2003] using data on the
distortions to the path of a light ray coming from a further-out luminous source, where the
ray was approaching this galaxy and its path got distorted due to the gravitational field of
this galaxy. Thus this galaxy acts like a gravitational lens, that has the ability to distort the
path of light [Peacock, 1998].
The astronomical modelling of such distortion measurements can help estimate the total
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gravitational mass enclosed within a radius R = rlens in the lensing galaxy. Using this,
• the value of mass enclosed with rlens of 8.7 kpc in galaxy 0047-281 was estimated
by Koopmans and Treu [2003] to be M0 = 4.06 ± 0.2 × 1011 M .
• At the same time, Koopmans and Treu [2003] offer the empirical estimates of standard deviation of V3 , as
— σ3 = 219 ± 12 km.s−1 , 212 ± 12 km.s−1 , 205 ± 12 −1 km.s−1 ,
— with errors in these estimates of σ3 of: δσ3 = ± 12 km.s−1 , ±14 km.s−1 , ±13
km.s−1 , respectively,
— at radial locations of 1.2 kpc, 4.8 kpc and 8.4 kpc, from the centre of the galaxy,
respectively.
However, there are not any individual measurements of the observable variable Y available
as there were previously for the GC and PNe datasets.

4.2.2

Data generation

I now discuss the outline of generating data for the galactic particles, that are stars, in this
galaxy. Inspired by the available measurements, I partition the radial range of [0.8.4) kpc
in the galaxy 0047-281 into three annuli: [0, 1.2 kpc), [1.2 kpc, 4.8 kpc) and [4.8 kpc, 8.4
kpc). Then:
— N1 values of theq
observables X1 and X2 are sampled randomly from Uni f orm[−1.2, 1.2],
and accepted if

X12 + X22 ∈ [0, 1.2);

— N2 valuesqof X1 and X2 are sampled randomly from Uni f orm[−4.8, 4.8], and accepted if X12 + X22 ∈ [1.2, 4.8);

— N3 valuesqof X1 and X2 are sampled randomly from Uni f orm[−8.4, 8.4], and accepted if X12 + X22 ∈ [4.8, 8.4).
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I sample values of the line of sight, i.e. V3 component of the stellar velocity vector,
randomly from a chosen pdf of velocity distribution functions, η (V1 , V2 , V3 ). The parametric forms of η (V1 , V2 , V3 ) are chosen to be both isotropic and anisotropic in velocity space

V , such that in the isotropic choice of η (V1 , V2 , V3 ), the pdf is assigned a dependence on
V1 , V2 , V3 only via k V k, while in the anisotropic choice of the density, there is dependence on some of the individual velocity coordinates as well. I will connect the sampling
of the X1 , X2 and V3 values and the number of such generated samples in the following
subsection, in the context of the isotropic and anisotropic forms of η (·) that I choose to
work with.
I wish to ensure that my results are biased as little as possible by my choice of the
completely unknown form of the radial distribution of stars in this very faraway galaxy,
in which such a distribution cannot be observed. I thus resort to minimal specificity, and
maximal generality, when choosing the distributions of each of the X1 , X2 , X3 coordinates
of stars (in each of the 3 radial bins in which a velocity dispersion value of this galaxy is
reported) to be the Uniform over the identified ranges of these coordinate values. Indeed,
as observed in multiple (closer) galaxies, the distribution of X1 and X2 in bins of width
similar to the widths used in this galaxy, is uniform. Additionally, we of course do not
possess observational information about the distribution of stellar X3 values on local scale
lengths in galaxies, as X3 is not an observable in galaxies.
Thus, for the isotropic choice of the underlying velocity pdf, I will generate three samples of ( X1 , X2 , V3 ) values, of sizes N1 , N2 , N3 each, with
q
1. N1 samples drawn from the interval [0,1.2) kpc of X12 + X22 values;
2. N2 samples drawn from the interval [1.2,4.8) kpc of

q

X12 + X22 values;

3. N3 samples drawn from the interval [4.8,8.4) kpc of

q

X12 + X22 values.

Again, for the anisotropic choice of the velocity pdf, 3 samples of ( X1 , X2 , V3 ) values, of
sizes N1 , N2 , N3 each, are drawn in each of these annuli.
In each case, X1 , X2 values are chosen from a Uniform, while ensuring that the bounds
of the respective annulus are not violated. V3 values are randomly selected from a velocity
pdf η (V1 , V2 , V3 ) using Rejection Sampling. All relevant parameters are discussed in the
following subsection.
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4.2.2.1

Generating kinematic data – details

A kinematic data set is built by sampling velocity data from the Gaussian velocity density
function [Binney and Tremaine, 1987] which is given by:

−V 2
exp
ηGauss (k V k) ∝ √
2σ2
2πσ2
∝ 0 otherwise.


1



0 ≤ V 2 ≤ −2Φ0 ,
(4.1)

Here σ is a velocity scale, and Φ0 is the system potential at R = 0. This value would of
course depend on the form of the system potential that we do not know but seek to learn.
However, I maintain this Φ0 the same for the samples that I generate in each of the three
radial intervals, and define it as:
Φ0 =

GM0
,
rc

(4.2)

where G is the Universal Gravitational constant and M0 is the total mass of the system
within a given radius. The parameter rc is a scale length of choice, which I set to 1.
I will discuss the numerical values of each of the relevant model parameters in the
following subsection, but before that, I introduce the Michie anisotropic velocity density
function [Michie, 1963] that I will use to sample another kinematic dataset from, for galaxy
0047-281.

L2
η Michie (V1 , V2 , V3 ) ∝ √
exp − 32
ra σ
2πσ2
∝ 0 otherwise
1

!

−V 2
1 − exp
2σ2




0 ≤ V 2 ≤ −2Φ0 ,
(4.3)

Here too, Φ0 is defined in Equation 4.2; r a is an anisotropy radial scale, and L3 is the
component of the angular momentum vector L = ( L1 , L2 , L3 ) T := X × V , where “×”
stands for cross-product between X and V such that L3 = X1 V2 − V1 X2 .

4.2.3

Chosen parameters

In my work, I set:
• M0 = 4.06 × 1011 M . This is in fact approximately the mass of the galaxy within
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about 8.7 kpc, as per the modelling of the lensing data reported by Koopmans and
Treu [2003]. Thus, M0 is an observable.
• In the three annuli, r a is the right edge of the interval that defines the annulus. So r a
is 1.2 kpc, 4.8 kpc and 8.4 kpc in the 3 annuli.
• We wish to compare our results of mis-specifying an inherently anisotropic model
galaxy against that of mis-specifying an inherently isotropic model galaxy, with the
model assumption of state space isotropy in both cases. The isotropic model galaxy
is constructed as one in which the distribution of the sample of the line-of-sight stellar speed variable (V3 ) is a Gaussian velocity distribution. Similarly, the distribution
of V3 in the anisotropic model galaxy is chosen to be the Michie velocity distribution, which is underlined by an anisotropic density. Now, the standard deviation of
the distribution of V3 in the 3 radial bins [0,1.2),[1.2,4.8), and [4.8,8.4) kpc, is observed by Koopmans and Treu [2003] as σ3 = 219 km.s−1 , 212 km.s−1 , 205 km.s−1
respectively, with respective standard errors of δσ3 = 12 km.s−1 , 14 km.s−1 , 13
km.s−1 .

√
√
• The standard error is related to the sample size N via δσ3 = (σ3 / 2)/ N − 1.
Thus, the number of V3 samples drawn in each annulus is computed using the three
σ3 and δσ3 estimates, as N = 168, 116, 125.
The sample of size 168 + 116 + 125 = 409 data points, drawn from the isotropic model is
referred to as D Iso , and that drawn from the anisotropic velocity model (Michie model), is
called D Aniso below. This sampling is undertaken using rejection sampling.

4.3

Learning given Isotropic and Anisotropic Data

For each of these datasets (D Iso and D Aniso ), I will compare the resulting ρ estimates when
the knowledge of the galaxy’s mass is incorporated (through a prior on the ρ parameters),
against estimates obtained without imposing such prior information.

4.3.1

Mass constraint

We want to constrain the gravitational mass density with the empirical mass obtained from
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q
Figure 4.1: V3 against R p = X12 + X22 plot of the generated data D Iso from the isotropic
state space pdf (Top), and the generated data D Aniso from the anisotropic state space pdf
(Bottom).
the lensing analysis as explained above. Indeed, since the mass enclosed within a given
radius is a linear constraint on the ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR parameters, I include this enclosed mass
estimate into the joint prior on all the ρi parameters. Thus, the mass that we can compute
to be enclosed within radius R = rlens , using our learnt ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR parameters is
NR

M (rlens ) =

4π
ρi [(r0 + iδr )3 − (r0 + (i − 1)δr )3 ],
3
i =1

∑

(4.4)

rlens − r0
.
NR
Then the prior density is placed on M ( R), and via this, on all the ρi parameters; i =

where I define δr :=

1, . . . , NR . I choose to implement a sharply peaked prior – a Double Exponential prior –
with mean given by M0 = 4.06 × 1011 M , which is the mass “observed” by Koopmans
and Treu [2003] to be enclosed within R = rlens = 8.7 kpc, and the variance is given by
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Figure 4.2: Profile of the prior density acting on the ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR parameters, via the gravitational mass M ( R) that is enclosed within radius R. It is a Double Exponential (or Laplace)
prior density, with mean given by the total mass = M0 that Koopmans and Treu [2003]
advance for this galaxy, based on their analysis of the empirically measured effects of lensing of light coming from a background source, by the gravitational field of the galaxy, The
variance of this prior is set by the squared error in estimate of M0 reported by Koopmans
and Treu [2003].
the square of the observed error δM0 = 0.2 × 1011 M , in making this estimate. So the
prior is


1
| M(r ) − M0 |
π0 (ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR ) ∝
exp −
,
2δM0
δM0

(4.5)

where M(r ) is computed using Equation 4.4. This prior is shown in Figure 4.2, when
computed using the learnt ρi parameters.

4.4

Results and Discussions

The gravitational mass density (or ρi parameters) learnt using data D Iso for the cases with
and without inclusion of the informed prior on the ρi parameters; i = 1, . . . , NR , are shown
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on the left plot of Figure 4.3. The gravitational mass density parameters in the two cases
concur with one another, as would be expected when learning is undertaken in my Bayesian
model under the assumption of isotropy, and the data used for the learning in both cases is
D Iso , which is sampled from an isotropic velocity density. Then, as we would expect, in
the chains run with data D Iso , irrespective of whether ancillary lensing-based information
is included to inform on strong priors on the ρi parameters, or not, the learnt ρi parameters
concur in both cases ∀i = 1, . . . , NR . The model is indeed not mis-specified in this case,
as the data is sampled from an isotropic density, and learning is performed while invoking
isotropy of the state space topology.
Then in this situation, we would expect no difference between the f j parameters learnt
in chains that invoke the lensing-based information abiding prior, and the parameters learnt
in chains that employ non-informative priors on all parameters. Here j = 2, . . . , NE . Indeed, in the left panel of Figure 4.4, we note this concurrence between the f j parameters
learnt using data D Iso , with (in black) or without (in red) the lensing-informed prior. Indeed, for learning undertaken using data D Iso , my isotropy-assuming model is not misspecified, though learning given data D Aniso is undertaken within a mis-specified model.
In fact, in the left panel of Figure 4.5, the enclosed mass parameters learnt using D Iso –
while using the lensing-information inclusive prior (in black) or without (in red) – concur
so well, that they are not discernible. The left panel of this same figure (Figure 4.5) includes
the enclosed mass parameters using D Aniso as well (shown in blue), where this mass profile
is learnt without imposing the prior that is motivated by the lensing-based information.
Then learning of the ρi and f j parameters were undertaken in an isotropy-assuming
model, which is a spurious construct, as far as the used data D Aniso is concerned, since
this data was sampled from a state space that is anisotropic in reality. In this mis-specified
model, unless extra information is introduced to mitigate the effect of this model misspecification (in the form of the lensing-based priors), the gravitational mass is in fact
underestimated. Such is evident via a comparison of the mass parameters learnt while
introducing this extra information (in cyan), with learning conducted in the mis-specified
model (shown in blue), with no information introduced to undertake such mitigation (see
right panel of Figure 4.5).
The right panel of Figure 4.4 allows for a comparison between the f j parameters learnt
without invoking any informed prior on the gravitational mass density, while using data
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Figure 4.3: Plot of the gravitational mass density (or ρi ) parameter, i = 1, . . . , NR , against
the location R of the radial bin at which the parameter is learnt. The left panel displays
the parameters learnt using data D Iso that is sampled from a truly isotropic density, while
the right panel shows the results obtained using data D Aniso . The results obtained with the
prior on the gravitational mass enclosed within a given radius (as estimated by Koopmans
and Treu [2003] using observed effects of gravitational lensing by this galaxy), are shown
in the left and right panels in black and cyan respectively, while results in red (on the left)
and blue (on the right), are obtained with such a prior precluded. The seed values for the ρ
parameters learnt from chains that implement D Aniso are shown in green.
D Aniso – as distinguished from f j learnt when the ancillary information-bearing priors are
used in conjunction with D Aniso . The effect of including the constraint on the total gravitational mass within the given radius rlens appears to allow a given interval of energy values
more equitably attainable by galactic particles than when the constraint is precluded from
the learning. In the latter case, less negative energies appear less likely to be attained than
more negative energies.
The constraint from the lensing information helps to include contributions from regions
of the galaxy that are at higher gravitational mass density values, within a given (isotropic
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Figure 4.4: As in Figure 4.3, except here the log of the state space pdf values are plotted
against the log of the negative energies.
in location space) spherical radial bin, when the galaxy is intrinsically anisotropic, than if
it is isotropic. But for (spherical) radial-bins constructed at high values of R in the outer
parts of a galaxy that is anisotropic, there will be a deficiency of gravitational mass density,
while in a galaxy that is intrinsically isotropic, the depletion of gravitational mass density
with increasing R is comparatively less. This explains why ρi parameter values at low i are
higher when the galaxy is viewed to be inherently anisotropic (via the use of D Aniso in the
learning), compared to when the galaxy is viewed as isotropic (i.e. D Iso is employed). But
at higher radii, the galaxy that is viewed to be intrinsically anisotropic suffers from greater
mass depletion than the galaxy that is viewed as isotropic (i.e. D Iso is employed) – so at
higher radii ρi is higher in the latter view of the galaxy (see Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.5: Plots of the enclosed mass parameters Mi that represent the mass that is
enclosed within the right edge of the ith R-bin, against the location of the R-bin, i =
1, . . . , NR . Also, the Mi parameters learnt using D Iso are plotted in the left panel in black
(to depict results obtained when the lensing-based prior is included in the learning), and in
red (when the prior is not included). The Mi parameters learnt using D Aniso , with the prior
precluded, is also plotted on the left, in blue. The same plot in blue is repeated in the right
panel, where it can be directly compared to the enclosed mass parameters computed using
D Aniso with the lensing-based information incorporated into the model (in cyan), via the
informed prior.

4.5

Conclusions

Broadly speaking, it is clear that including the extra information borne by the analysis of
the effects of lensing by the galaxy, makes significant difference to the learning of the gravitational mass density and state space parameters that is being undertaken in a potentially
mis-specified (isotropic) model. I undertook a particularly data-shorn system to check the
effect of including such measurement, which typically is available only for very distant
galaxies, for which kinematic data is not directly observable.
For future work, I look forward to undertaking this study with a simulated galaxy, to
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investigate the strength of the effect of including such ancillary information in combating
model mis-specification.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
I delineate the conclusions and main results of my methodology development first, and
follow this up with the highlights of the two applications that I undertake in this thesis. I
wrap this chapter with a reflection on what remains to be done.

5.1

Method Development

An important aspect of my work has been the method advanced towards learning in the
absence of training data. In such an information-sparse paradigm, where the distribution of
neither the system parameters, nor the system-affecting observable is known, this method
allows for the learning of the system parameter vector by defining the support of the likelihood in terms of the sought after system parameter. Such a definition is possible owing
to the known temporal evolution of the state space pdf of the system, where we consider
only dynamical systems within our scope. Such evolution allows for the support of the
state space pdf to be rephrased as a function of parameters that define the structure and/or
dynamical behaviour of the system. It is fundamentally this realisation that allows for the
sought system parameters to be embedded within the support of the state space pdf, and
thereby that of the likelihood, given that (at least some of) the state space coordinates are
the observables that we have the (only available) test data on. The temporal evolution of the
state space pdf varies from one dynamical system to another, hence the exact details of how
the sought system parameters can be ported into the support of this pdf is system-specific.
I develop my methodology in the context of an “elliptical” galaxy, treated as a dynam-
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ical system. These galaxies are more ubiquitous in the Universe, and their state space pdf
follows the Collisionless Boltzmann Equation, using which we can embed the gravitational
potential into the support of the state space pdf. But then the gravitational potential is deterministically linked to the gravitational mass density, via the well-known Poisson Equation.
Thus, the support of the pdf of the state space vector S contains the sought density. This
pdf gives the probability of data given the model parameters, i.e. the likelihood, where data
comprises measurements of some components of S. To address this missing data problem
– which is an added complication in the work – I marginalise the state space pdf over the
unobserved components of S to output the projected (onto the space of the observed components of S) state space pdf. This probability density (that harbours the sought gravitational
mass density within it) is then convolved with the density of error measurement of the relevant observable, and computed at each value of the observable to yield the likelihood. We
learn the discretised versions (vectorised forms) of the state space pdf and the gravitational
mass density function, given data on the observables.
From Bayes’ rule, judicious priors are invoked along with this likelihood to define the
joint-posterior density of the unknown parameters, leading to an MCMC-based sampling
of the posterior. In this problem however, the normalisation of the posterior includes the
unknown parameters. Hence, there is a need to compute this normalisation factor every
time the unknown parameters are updated within the MCMC-based inferential scheme.

5.2

Learning the Gravitational Mass Density and State
Space pdf of a Real Galaxy

I applied the learning methodology that I developed, to learn the discretised versions of the
gravitational mass density and state space pdf of a real galaxy called NGC4494, using two
datasets that comprise information on the observable components of the state space vector
S, of two distinct types of galactic particles.
The first result from my learning is that the gravitational mass density and state space
pdf parameters learnt from the two different datasets, concur within the 95% HPD credible
regions. This is not the case for all galaxies, for example, in the galaxy called NGC3379,
Chakrabarty [2017] found that the densities learnt given the data on the two different types
of particles were significantly different. Indeed Chakrabarty [2017] found that the support
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to an isotropic state space model in one of the datasets was much lower than in the other
dataset. In other words, the interpretation was that in NGC3379, the sub-volume of the
galactic state space occupied by particles of one type under (assumed) equilibriation does
not intersect with the sub-volume occupied by the particles of the other type. Thus, the
distribution of the two different types of particles in that galaxy were different.
However, as I find the results from the data on the two particle types concurring in
NGC4494, I can conclude that particles of both types have equilibriated into concurring
state space distributions. Such a difference between NGC4494 and NGC3379 could be
due to evolutionary reasons in the two galaxies, where such considerations are outside the
scope of my work. This distinction between estimates obtained using data on these two
different types of particles (using techniques similar to those described in 1.2.3) has been
reported by Romanowsky et al. [2003].
The second most important result from my work is that any hypothesis that suggests
that the state space pdf is symmetric, or is monotonic, is rejected. Any model aligned
with methods in the absence of training data advanced in the field of geo-statistics/spatialstatistics that suggests to model the observable distribution as a chosen parametric distribution, such as bell-shaped [Bagnato and Minozzo, 2014], are thus unfit for purpose in
generic real-world dynamical systems that are complex.
I also conclude that the gravitational mass density in NGC4494 is rising steeply as we
approach the centre of the galaxy, leading to a lower limit on the gravitational mass of

[6.4, 18] × 109 M enclosed within the innermost 1.6 kpc in this galaxy, which is a very
large mass condensation near the galaxy’s centre. Whether this can be said to be the same
as the central supermassive black hole (of mass of about [7, 47]million M ) in this galaxy
reported by Sadoun and Colin [2012], I cannot confirm, since my doctoral work is outside
the remit of checking for signatures of supermassive black holes, as distinguished from
large central mass condensations. However, I can state that this mass value is the largest
central mass condensation reported to exist in the centre of a galaxy hitherto. Thomas et al.
[2016] suggest a 17 billion M massive central supermassive black hole in another galaxy
NGC1600. I am keen to quantify the support in the GC and PNe data for the assumption
of state space isotropy, in order to investigate if the values of the central mass condensation
that I advance in NGC4494 are an artefact of this model assumption.
I have undertaken model checking to check on the model that I used and the results that
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I learnt, with the given data. I did this by generating data from the learnt state space pdf at
the learnt gravitational mass density. I find that for line of sight speeds |V3 | . 100 km.s−1
– which is the V3 interval noted preferentially in the outer parts of the galaxy – my model
(underpinned by the assumption of an isotropic state space) perform well in the observed
data on both types of particles. However, for higher |V3 |, which occur at more central parts
of the galaxy, the model and results perform worse. Indeed, the outer parts of the galaxy are
expected to isotropise better than the more central parts that sometimes contain eccentric
(i.e. not spherical) distributions of stars. Thus, my assumption of an isotropic model for the
state space is better served at higher radii values than lower radii, as I would expect from
astronomical considerations, as also validated by the model checking.

5.3

Informing a Mis-specified Model with Ancillary Information

The learning that I can accomplish is undertaken under the assumption that the pdf of the
state space vector S is an isotropic function of the location and velocity vectors of galactic
particles, i.e. the galactic state space is isotropic. Then my model is mis-specified for any
galaxy in which the data on a sample of particle state space coordinates is sampled from
an anisotropic density. Indeed, the learnt gravitational mass density and state space pdf
parameters are subject to what is assumed about the state space pdf. This is referred to as
the “mass-anisotropy degeneracy” by astronomers [Binney and Tremaine, 1987].
To break this so-called “mass-anisotropy degeneracy”, I introduced ancillary information on the galactic gravitational mass that is enclosed within a given radius. This information is based on mass estimates that astronomers can offer, using data on the gravitational
lensing effect of the galaxy to light (from a luminous source) that is approaching it [Koopmans and Treu, 2003]. I undertook this for the galaxy 0047-281 for which such lensingbased mass estimates suggest a mass of M0 = 4.06 × 1011 M within rlens = 8.7 kpc,
with an error of δM0 = 0.2 × 1011 M [Koopmans and Treu, 2003]. The mass enclosed
within radius R is a linear constraint on the gravitational mass parameters. I developed a
joint Laplace prior on the mass enclosed within radius R = rlens with my learnt parameters,
where the prior mean is M0 and the scale parameter of the Laplace prior is δM0 .
For a fiduciary dataset sampled from an isotropic density, I find that the gravitational
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mass density and state space pdf parameters are concurring, irrespective of whether the
strong prior using the ancillary lensing-based information is used or not (when only weak
Gaussian priors are used on the gravitational mass density parameters instead). On the other
hand, when I sample the data for this galaxy from an inherently anisotropic density, using
such an informed prior then suggests different parameters compared to when such a prior is
not used (and weak priors are used instead). Thus, invoking such ancillary information does
appear to enable the introduction of identifiability to the solution sought for the parameters.

5.4

Highlights

1. Method development
(a) My contribution has been towards the development of a methodology that has
the capacity for prediction of the value of a system parameter vector variable, at
which test data on a related high-dimensional observable is obtained, where the
unknown functional link between the system vector and the observable cannot
be known (due to unavailability of training data, among other reasons). This is
achievable by embedding the system parameter in the support of the pdf of the
state space vector, once temporal evolution of this pdf is invoked.
– In my thesis, for the first time, I present the generic method of embedding
a vector-valued function of a sought system property that is informed by measurements on the state space variables, into the support of the pdf of these state
space variables.
– Thereafter, I develop details of the modelling and inference that allow for the
learning of the sought system property vector, and the state space pdf matrix,
given state measurements on some/all components of the state space vector.
(b) I develop the imposition of the constraint of monotonicity on the ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR
parameters, via proposing from a Truncated Normal proposal density.
(c) I develop the method for acknowledging uncertainty in the learning of the domain variable (energy, e) of the learnt (discretised version of the) state space
pdf; such uncertainty misplaces the jth pdf parameter f j into the j0th energy-bin;
j 6= j0 , j, j0 = 1, . . . , NE . This uncertainty in e stems from the uncertainty
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in the learning of the ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR parameters. Subsequent to the run chain, I
reallocate all f j parameters into the jth energy-bin.
(d) I perform a novel model checking of my model and results in this application
in which leave k-out cross-validation is difficult.
– Modifying the test sample on the observable (by omitting multiple data points
from it), implies that the dataset-driven binning of the energy and radial ranges
will need to be undertaken anew for each such modified sample, resulting in the
state space dimensionality (that inference occurs from) to vary. Then with each
modified sample, the MCMC chain will need to be set anew, with new MCMC
parameters. This will add to the time-intensiveness of each new MCMC chain
that will need to be run, every time a new set of k data points are omitted from
the data.
– Importantly, response of the learning to the undertaken mis-specification of
the status of state space isotropy is sensitively dependent on data size; indeed,
results on the gravitational mass density obtained for a given observed galaxy
are subject to this sensitivity as well. Hence, cross-validation is not suitable in
this context.
– To counter this, I generate a new dataset of the same size as the empirically
observed dataset by sampling from the learnt state space pdf, at the learnt gravitational mass density, and compare this generated dataset with the observed
dataset. Such a comparison then informs on the model I use, as well as the
results I have obtained.
(e) I develop a new method for learning the distribution of gravitational mass in
very distant galaxies that perform lensing of light coming from background
sources, by informing the learning with a constraint on the gravitational mass
that is modelled to be enclosed within a given radius in this galaxy, given the
lensing measurements.
2. Application to the real galaxy NGC4494
(a) Concurrence of gravitational mass density parameters learnt using data on two
distinct particle types.
(b) The discrete sample learnt from the state space pdf, using each dataset, indicates
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the deviation of symmetry about the mode for this density function, ruling out
its parametric modelling with any bell-shaped function. The pdf is also definitely not monotonic, unlike what is often suggested in astronomy. Of course,
the shape of the pdf in another galaxy is unlikely to be similar. Also, the shape
itself of the pdf remains to be identified, as the density function remains to be
learnt.
(c) I infer that the minimal mass that lies enclosed within the central 1.6 kpc of
the galaxy is [6.4, 18] billion solar masses. This is the minimal mass because
in making this inference I assume the mass to be distributed within the central
1.6 kpc, with the same gravitational mass density as what I learn (as ρ1 ) is
the value in the first radial bin. However, the profile of the ρ parameters that I
learn, is noted to be rising with decreasing radial distance away from the centre.
Hence, the mass that is enclosed inside the 1.6 kpc is likely to be higher than
the estimate presented above. This estimate already exceeds the most massive
black hole that has been reported in astronomical literature (a black hole of mass
17 billion solar masses, in NGC1600, [Thomas et al., 2016]). Thus, my work
suggests that the central mass condensation in NGC4494 is even more massive
than what [Sadoun and Colin, 2012] advance as a central supermassive black
hole in the galaxy, and much less uncertain than their estimate, in addition to
being higher than what is noted amongst other galaxies so far.
3. Application to the distant lensing galaxy 0047-281 suggests that imposing a constraint on the mass that is enclosed within a given radius (as estimated using the lensing measurements) as a constraint on the learning of the gravitational mass density
parameters, strongly affects the learning that is undertaken within the mis-specified
isotropic model. This method could be suggested to be a new way to learn the gravitational mass density of distant lensing galaxies.

5.5

Future Work

I would be very keen to test the hypothesis that the state space of NGC4494 that the data on
galactic particle of the mth type is sampled from, is isotropic; here m = 1, 2, corresponding
to one or the other dataset. The difficulty in this testing attempt is that it is not possible to
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learn the parameters in the alternative (i.e. the more complex anisotropic state space model,
which nests the isotropic state space model within it). Then given such an intractable
alternative, we need to invoke a special test, especially when support of the null across two
distinct datasets is to be compared, where parameter vectors of different dimensions are
learnt given the two datasets that are of different sizes. Chakrabarty [2017] gives a test that
can undertake this. Based on the similarity of the pdf parameters that I learn given the two
datasets, I anticipate similar levels of support to the assumption of state space isotropy in
the two datasets.
Another point of interest could be to incorporate the prior that contains information on
the lensing-based enclosed mass estimate in a simulated galaxy, in order to find out how
the use of the ancillary information can help us learn the gravitational mass density of the
galaxy – under an isotropic state space model – the data for which is sampled from a generic
anisotropic model. I would thus seek to answer if the lensing-based estimates can counter
the lack of identifiability in the solution for the gravitational mass density, given the data.
One of my ultimate goals is to undertake the learning of the gravitational mass density
function ρ( R), where R is the radial distance from the galactic centre, using the training
data that I have access to upon my learning of the gravitational mass density parameter
vector ρ = (ρ1 , . . . , ρ NR ) T in NGC4494. In fact, learning ρi , i = 1, . . . , NR in the ith
R-bin implies I now have the training data Dρ = {(ri , ρi )}iN=R1 , where ri is the centroid of
the ith R-bin. Then stating that θ = ρ( R), allows to express the training data as Dρ =

{(ri , θi )}iN=R1 . We are now in the supervised learning paradigm, and will learn the function
ρ(·) by modelling it with a Gaussian Process.
Similarly, the learning of the pdf parameter vector f = ( f 1 , . . . , f NE ) T gives us training
th
E
data D f = {(e j , ξ i )} N
j=1 , where e j is the centroid of the j energy bin and ξ = f ( e ). Then

again we will learn the state space pdf f (·), by modelling it with a Gaussian Process. In
this way, the two functions that I sought to begin with, will be learnt.
Ultimately, I would undertake the learning of the ρ parameters for about 10 other real
galaxies, using the Ndata × 3-dimensional data matrix Y of each galaxy. Then using the
training data {Yk , ρk }10
k=1 , I will learn ζ (·), where Y = ζ ( ρ ). This function being highdimensional, will need to be learnt by modelling it with a high-dimensional Gaussian Process. Learning this function will allow for the Bayesian prediction of the total gravitational
mass in any galaxy, as long as a kinematic data matrix is available.
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Appendix A
Appendix
A.1

Monte Carlo Integration

Monte Carlo methods use the idea of simulation to compute and perform inference on
complex integrals. For example, one might want to infer on a posterior for which the
likelihood function might be very hard to evaluate. Let I be such a complex integral of a
function h( x ), i.e
I=

Z b
a

h( x )dx

(A.1)

Assume that h( x ) can be rewritten as the product of a function b( x ) with a known pdf f ( x )
defined over the interval ( a, b) of I, then we can express the integral as an expectation of
b( x ) over the pdf f ( x ), as
I=

Z b
a

h( x )dx =

Z b
a

b( x ) f ( x )dx = E f ( x) [b( x )]

(A.2)

Now we can see where the idea of simulation is coming from. Indeed, if we draw a larger
number n of random variables xi from f ( x ), we can express the estimator În of I as
În =

1 n
b ( xi )
n i∑
=1

(A.3)

such that I ≈ În . What is interesting here is that În itself is a random variable, and thus
has sampling properties useful for inference. It also is an unbiased estimator of I, and
converges to I as n goes to infinity [ref] by virtue of the Strong Law of Large Numbers
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[Graham C., 2010] and the Central Limit Theorem [Rice, 1995]. In a Bayesian context,
the density h( x ) that we would want to sample from would be the density of the unknown
vector of parameters θ given the data, i.e posterior density p(θ|data). Another way to
estimate I is by generating values not from the pdf f ( x ), but from some other distribution
and then account for this by using a weighting. This method is referred to as importance
sampling ([Robert and Casella, 2004], Chapter 3).
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A.2

Code

Code available on the Loughborough repository.
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